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Reading machines for the blind are now an accomplished fact. They are not a s good or a s widely available
a s eventually -they must be, but they are demonstrably
useful. Not many years ago the construction of such
machines was only a goal.
The main part of this accoun"ieals with work that
was done by the Haskins Laboratories under research
contracts funded by the Veterans Administration (VA).
This research, which spanned "rwo decades, played a
significant role in achieving a better understanding and
solution of the reading machine problem. However, the
period of VA support is only "Fe middle chapter of a
longer story which begins at least 50 years earlier.
INTRODUCTION
The quest for a machine that can open the world of
ordinary books to blind readers dates back to the 19thcentury discovery that the electrical resistivity of
selenium is influenced by light. Many technical applications followed "rat discovery, including at the turn of
the century an apparatus for reading specially-prepared
""photophonic books."' But only now nearly 80 years
later, do we have the first devices that may reasonably
be called reading machines for the blind. They achieve
that goal in the sense-and to "Ee extent-that a blind
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user can himself read a variety of printed materials
without unreasonable expenditures of time and effort;
moreover, there is a reasonable expectation that reading
machines will become affordable by individual users.
There have been many proposed solutions to the reading machine problem. Most have been abandoned,
though sorne existing devices dating back to earlier
efforts may continue to be used because they meet
special needs and are comparatively affordable and
transportable. Thsir rnajor shoflcomings are that reading
is very slow and much training is required to learn the
machine's '"language." Nonetheless, it is usual to denote
a s reading machines all those devices that convert
printed Wet into some kind of auditory or tactile signal,
regardless of level of pefiormance or requirements for
special training. These devices deserve their name because they give "re blind user independent access t o
personal papers and the like, even though they can offer
only limited access to the larger world of books.
It is often useful, because of "re difference in level of
performance, "t set apart the new generation of devices
by calling them "'high-pedormance"" reading machines.
Are they indeed high-perhormance devices and is the
reading machine problem now solved? Or are the new
devices only another plateau? The history of the field
suggests a cautious answer despite major gains in
speed and ease of reading. Indeed, the story of technologies of all kinds has the repeating theme of new
approaches that lead to rapid attainment of a new plateau of performance, followed by steady but less dramatic gains attained by conventional refinement. It may
be useful to characterize uneven progress of this kind a s
the normal technological cycle of revolution and evolution.
The potential for a revolutionary gain in r e a d ~ n g
speed, and for access to ordinary books, has been realized by two innovations: the use of optical ehara
recognition (0CR) for input and synthetic
output. However, there has not yet been ena
ence on routine tasks to establish the true u s
such machines Is blind readers: Can
faults be remedied by routine
limitations lie deeper? Knowing

lems and the reasons for past successes and failures
provides a background against which the present
achievements may be viewed in perspective.
We shall describe, as a case history, the work of one
research group concerned with a single central aspect
of the problem. There are advantages in the case history
approach: experiments can be described in reasonable
detail and in terms of the ideas that prompted them;
also, in the present instance, there is freedom to concentrate on high-pedormance reading machines and to
avoid the obligation a reviewer otherwise would feel to
devote comparable attention to other types of machines
(3, 9, 27, 28, 29, 42, 46, 47) that Pill other kinds of
needs.
This approach allows the evolution of the underlying
ideas to be discussed from a coherent point sf view,
and so oNers a potential gain in clarity, though at some
risk of bias. However, tracing the evolution of ideas has
a difficulty that is different from that of tracing the
development of devices: An old idea, when replaced by
a newer one, does not become merely a seldom used
aaifact, as devices do, but rather reverts to nonexistence-it becomes almost literally unthinkable. Similarly
for reading machines. Now that they can talk, it hardly
seems possible that this ability was not always the
ultimate goal-that there was a time not so long ago
when the very possibility of speech as an ouwut signal
was novel, or that somewhat earlier even the need for
such a signal had not been realized.
It is against such a background of evolving concepts
that today's reading machines should be seen, in order
to appreciate their merits and assess their limitations.

HISTORlCAb REVIEW
Research on reading machines at Haskins Laboratories
began in the mid-1940s. A literature survey a t that time
turned up many attempts to use photoelectric devices as
aids to the blind, and one complete development (the
Optophone) that had been carried from incep"rion and
production to full evaluation. Earlier attempts lo devise
reading machines, such as the photophonic books (60)
of V. de lurine, required specially prepared texts in
whisk the letters were represented by small "ransparent
squares. When the page was scanned by an opaque
mask with apertures for the letters, a selenium cell and
associated circuits responded to the transmitted tight
and produced an audible signal for each letter. The
primary disadvantage of the system was the need for
specially prepared materials, a limitation that also
flawed other reading systems proposed during the idlowing three decades.

THE OPTOISHONE
The Optophone had a profound effect on the development of reading machines. In its earliest Corm, this device was merely an aid to the blind in locating "re light
from doors and windows, and was called the Exploring
Optophone. Invented in 19 12 by Fournier d'Albe, it was
soon modified to give information about the patterns of
letters on "Le printed page. An early version of the
Optophone was demonstrated to the British Association
in 19 13. In a public demonstration in 19 17, a reading
speed of three words per minute was attained. The
original instrument had mechanical crudities that rnade
it diFFicult to use and generated a continuous sound,
even across the blank spaces between letters or words.
Shortly after World War I, the firm of Barr and Stroud
rnade many improvements in the device and converled
it into a "black-reading"" Optophone which generated
sounds only from black areas of each letter (2). Manufacture of the device was undertaken, and in 1923 Miss
Mary Jameson, an early and very apt student, gave a
public demonstration in which brief passages were read
at 68 words per minute.
The Optophone as engineered by Barr and Stroud
embodies the best technical practice of its period. It is
a precision instrument of about the same size and cornplexiry as a pot-aable sewing machine. The book to be
read is placed face downward over a curved glass plate
and a mechanical scanning mechanism. A line of type is
scanned with five vertically arrayed points of light, as
indicated in Figure I . The beams of light are chopped
by a rotating disc with perforations so spaced as to
generate the musical notes 6,6" DB",E" G6" Individual
notes or chords are heard only when the corresponding
beams encounter black areas of a letter. Thus, the h in
Figure 1 is shown generating the single note E", which
was preceded by a four-note chord and is to be followed by the three-note chord C'D'Ehnd then by a
silence preceding the next letter, i. Some of the chord
sequences For individual letters are quite distinctive but
others are much alike, as, for example, a, e, o, and c. It
was not claimed by tho makers of the Oprophone that
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indil~idiiaiiietters could always be readily recognized, but
that "when the alphabet has been learned, the motif for
each letter is recognized a s a whole, and later in the
reader's practice the more extended motifs for syllables
and even words will become familiar to his ear."
There vvas substantial enthusiasm for the Optophone,
particularly in England, a s a result of Miss Jameson's
performance, alfihcpugh her exceptional gifts enabled her
to achieve reading rates far above those of other s t u dents. The principal difficulties appeared to involve arnbiguiiies in the identification of the letters, especially
when they occurred in rapid sequences. Even long training did not overcome this problem and did not, to any
substantial degree, realize the expectation "rat recognition of larger patterns For syllables and words might
replace lener-by-letter reading. Confusions were especially likely if the lines of type were not accurately
aligned with the scanning mechanism, and correct alignm e n w a s asnot easily achieved in spite ot ingenious
mechanical arrangemen&. Interest in the device had
substantially subsided by "re end of the twenties,
though Miss Jarneson continued to use her personal
Optophone for many years.
The Optophone was an achievement in the evolution
of reading machines, and we should consider its lessons: If a reading machine for the blind is to be useful,
it must u s e "re sarne printed ma"triats that sighted
people read; and what is wanted is a machine "rat can
be operated-and
owned if possible-by the individual
blind reader. The central problem was thought to be the
technical one of generating distinctive sounds from the
printed page. This was solved fairly adequately despite
sarne ambiguities as to letter identities. Yet that solution
was not useful to blind readers. The underlying reasons
for this failure were not fully understood until long
afterward.
BRAILLE, TALKING BOOKS AND VISAGRAPH
Meantime, practical aids to reading developed rapidly
along other lines as well. In this country, the decade of
t h e thirties saw the use of both Braille and the Talking
Book become widespread (26). Technology and Federal
funding were decisive factors in both cases. For Braille,

neratlng method of the black-read~ngOptophone

an appropriation to provide books for the blind brought
an end to the long and sometimes bitter disputes about
what kind of embossed type or raised-dot code should
be accepted a s a standard. This was 100 years after
Louis Braille had invented the system that bears his
name. H i s basic system had won out over embossed
type because it vvas easier to read, and over other dot
systems because his could be produced by comparatively simple machines or even by a blind individual
using a simple perfara"rd guide.
The Talking Book lagged behind fdison's invention of
the phonograph by half a century, and did not follow
autornaticalry even from the resurgence of that device in
the twenties. The phonograph and its records in their
commercial form were poorly adapted to the reading
needs of the blind. In fact, it "took a combination of
events to make Talking Books a reality (34).In 1932, a
grant from the Carnegie Corporation enabled the American Foundation for the Blind to develop suitable recording methods, reproducing machines, and mailing containers. Joint action by the Foundation and the Congress
launched a library service for distributing Talking Book
records and machines, many of the latter built under a
W.P.A project. The service has been continued by the
Library of Congress and fills an important need, especially of the older blind for whom Braille would be
difficult to learn and not rewarding For pleasure reading.
The thirties saw another notable development carried
through to a working device but abandoned because it
failed to meet the real needs of blind users. The Naum9yrg Visagraph (45) used a cylindrical scanner-embosser
to 60nvet;t the black and white paMerns of the printed
&&e into enlarged raised replicas on a sheet of aluminum foil. In a series of tests, blind readers found the
letters too difficult to comprehend with any ease. For
this fundamental reason the Visagraph failed to become
a viable reading aid, even though it had two significant
advantages: books could be embossed on demand and
it was as easy to reproduce diagrams, formulas, and the
like a s to copy letter-wet.
By the ninehen-forties, Braille books and Talking Book
recordings offered some partial access to the wealth of
libraries. B u t the lirni"rtions were severe. Braille required
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much learning and only the exceptionally skillful reader
could match childhood rates of visual reading. Embossed books and recordings were both cumbersome
and obtainable only from libraries. Worst of all, the
selection of titles was severely limited because the total
number of books in any category remained very modest.
Ironically, the Optophone and the Visagraph-the two
devices that might have provided unrestricted access to
books-were already museum pieces.

HASKINS LABORATORIES' RESEARCH, PHASE ONE:
WORK FOR THE COMMITTEE ON SENSORY DEVICES
The end of World War 11 brought changes of many
kinds, including a new approach to aids for the blind.
University research groups, organized and funded by the
Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD),
had been strikingly successful in applying science to the
development of weapons and in expanding the technological base. With many blinded veterans returning frorn
the war, Dr. Vannevar Bush sought to use his organization's prowess on their behalf. Guidance for the effort
was put into the hands of a Committee on Sensory
Devices (CSD) made up of physiologists, a psychoiiogist,
and physicist, under the chairmanship of Dr. George W.
Corner. Meeting first in January 1944, the C S D chose to
concentra"r eon guidance devices and reading machines,
the two main needs of the blind to which the new
technology mighmapply. It was evident quite soon that
matching technologies to needs would be a novel undertaking in which the CSD would need facilities for working out preliminary developments. The Haskins Laboratories, a small nonprofit research institution, was placed
under contract as a central laboratory to serve the CSD
in exploratory research and in recommending industrial
contractors for more extensive development tasks. Dr.
Paul A. Zahl served the Laboratories as principal investigator and shared the direction of the research with
Drs. Caryl P. Haskins, Franklin S. Cooper, and Alvin M.
Liberman.
The charge to Haskins Laboratories was quite general
and provided for a close working rela"ronship with the
CSD. The Laboratories' efforts were about equally divided between guidance devices and reading machines.
Most of the guidance device developments were done
by industrial contractors; evaluation of the devices with
blind subjects was carried ou"ry Haskins Laboratories.
Research an reading machines was done almost entirely
by Haskins Laboratories except for a parallel arrangement between "the Committee and Dr. Vladimir Zworykin
of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) Laboratories.
The CSB also undertook two additional developmen&:
"ie improvement of optical magnifiers for persons of
limited visual acuity, and improvemen& sf the Visagraph$ primarily for "Ee production of enlarged em-

bossed images of diagrams, prints, etc.
The entire program, from initial planning to final reporting, lasted less than 4 years-due primarily to shifts
in government organization and patterns of funding,
s t a ~ i n gwith the dismantling of the OSRB. However,
there was a deeper reason as well, namely, a growing
pessimism about early breakthroughs. Although, in each
of its four lines of research, one or more devices had
been brought to a first stage of practical trial, none of
them had achieved striking success in meeting the
needs of the blind.
A candid assessment of the CSD's accomplishments
and a though"rul analysis of the lessons learned from its
work appear in a report writwe by its chairman (15).
Commenting upon the CSD's emphasis on the early
development of devices, Dr. Corner notes the sense of
urgency (due partly to waaime condi"rons) that had to
be seized bebore it waned, and also a prevalent belief in
the potential usefulness of actual devices, however
crude, in obtaining realistic responses frorn blind subjects. Me adds, '"Whatever may have been the wisdom of
its course, the Committee therefore promoted more engineering and less psychology than it would have done
if its activities had been paced at the peacetime rate
and if the problems were in the field of pure science.
One thing has surely been gained in this way of handling the program; it is the realization by physicists, engineers and mechanical inventors that when a machine is
to act upon a man there are always going to be biological and psychological limitations that outweigh all the
mechanical difficulties."

READING MACHINE RESEARCH AT HASKIMS
LABORATORIES
The program of research (9) "ir the Committee on
Sensory Devices began early in 1944. The Laboratories'
previous work had been on problems in the field of
radiation biophysics and on "re emotion-sickness component of traumatic shock; also, in electro-optics as applied to densilometry and color photography. It was
clear thawhe new work on aids for the blind would be
concerned primarily with man-machine interactions. Indeed, the CSD had stressed the importance of approaching the problem frorn the point of view of the needs and
psychological capabilities of potential users-in short,
basic research rather than a gadget development program.

Analzying the Problem of the Optsphone
It was necessary as a first step to recruit psychologists, to share in "ce work and then to attempt a careful
analysis of the problem itself. A good starting point was
"r review the history of the Optophone. Why, in spite of
careful engineering and intensive training of its users,
had it failed to be useful? Did its faults lie mainly in the
mechanism, or in the audible signals it generated, or
possibly in the users* insufficient training? Both experimental work and pencil-and-paper analyses were undertaken. One of the original Optophones, borrowed from
the museum collection of the American Foundation for
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FIGURE 2
Tone generating method of the FM-SLIT reading machine
(above), and Frequency-time plot of its output (below).

the Blind, was put back into operating condition. Careful
listening to its sounds confirmed old reports that,
though the signals were reasonably distinctive, confusions ofien occurred among certain groups of letters.
Perhaps the most striking impression was that one had
been listening to a very substantial amount of text
when, in fact, only a few words had been scanned. In a
way this is not surprising because each letter generates
three or four distinctively different chords when scanned
slowly, a s i t m u s t be if it is to be distinguished from
other groups of chords that are only slightly different
The sounds from the original Opmophone were compared with recordings of a simulated Optophone made
by Dr. Zworykin's group at RCA. For engineering convenience, the RCA device did not use a series of separate
beams but rather a single spot of light that oscillated
rapidly up and down across the letters a s it moved
slowly from left t o right. The veflical sweep was synchronized with a frequency-modulated oscillator, s o that
tones of higher or lower frequencies were generated
frorn the upper or lower parts of letters, just a s in the
Optophone. Thus, the signals from both instruments conrained almost identical information about the black and
white patterns of the letters-and yet the audible efFect

of black thus seen to control the frequency of a tone.
This tone could vary between 1 0 0 Hz and 4 0 0 0 Hz or
drop to silence between letters and words. Figure 2
shows the scanning method and resulting signal for this
FM-SLIT device. The output seemed to have about the
same complexity a s that of the Optophone and to share
the characteristic that some letters had distinctive
sounds whereas other groups of letters were ambiguous.
Inherent Limits on Speed of Reading. But was con.usability the principal problem? If s o it might be possible, with sufficient ingenuity, lo generate distinctive
sounds even from letters that were visually similar. Another possibility, though, was that a different kind of
limitation would prove to be decisive. Pencil-and-paper
analyses suggested that the rates at which letter sounds
could be followed by a listener would be seriously lirnited, regardless of how distinctive the individual sounds
might be.
It is well known that clicks or other brief sounds are
heard a s separate events when the repetition rate is low
As the rate increases, the character of the sound
changes first to a buzz (at about 20 sounds per second)
and then to a tone of rising pitch. Even if the brref

(at the veflical sweep rate) that dominated the signal
and gave the impression that iden"rfying the letters

individual character without merging into a
rate increases. With the Optophone, there

tones from the Optophone.
A third comparison was made with a device-simulated in the early tests-that
looked at the letters
through a narrow vertical slimand used the total amount

that about five or six 1et"irs
English word per second) wo
limit on letter-by-letter reading
vinced "rat the 60-word-par-min
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slow, simply by reading aloud at one word per second.
The actual pedormance of any such device would be far
below that rate even after much training, as may be
inferred from long experience with International Morse
Code. That code provides an almost perfect parallel,
since each letter is represented, on the average, by
about three dots or dashes per letter. This leads again to
an estimate of about 60 words per minute as an upper
limit, which is consistent with existing world records for
code reception. As for the effects of long training, even
experl operators of commercial radio stations send and
receive at only 30 to 4 0 words per minute.
Thus, both theory and broad experience with International Morse Code suggest that even the best of tetterreading devices will be limited to 20 words per minute
or so for the average reader-hardly a tenth of the rate
at which sighted people read.

Early Experimentation
That was a discouraging prognosis, but even so there
were reasons why it seemed desirable to explore letterreading devices with some thoroughness. One was that
any reading, even at limited rates, was better than none
at all, and especially if a device could be simple and
cheap enough to give the blind person independence in
reading personal correspondence, sorting papers, and
the like; besides, there was no obvious alternative to
devices that operated on a letter-by-letter basis. A second reason was the hope, not entirely disproved by
Morse Code, that the signals for letters would somehow
coalesce into word-size units, just as the developers of
the Optophone had hoped that its signals might be
heard as words after suNicient practice. The ways in
which sounds can combine to give auditory patterns had
been little investigated and so it seemed premature to
conclude that no combination of sounds could possibly
be found that would meet this requirement.
Constructing and Simulating Various Devices. The
experimental approach was accordingly aimed at trying
out as many kinds of reading machine signals as one
could reasonably devise. For practical reasons, the machines had to be simulated; also a reasonably simple
standard listening test had to be devised.
This was done by developing a screening test that
contained eight common four-letter wards, and a device
by which the signals corresponding to these words
could be produced without building a working model of
each machine. The simulation technique made use of a
general-purpose scanning device, with specialized signal
generating circuits for each new kind of reading machine. Disk and sound-onfilm recordings were made to
serve as test materials for psychological evaluation. The
scanning device was a 16-mm movie projector, modified
to move the film slowly and continuously past the film
gate. The letter text, photographed onto the film along
its length, could then be projected so as to move slowly
across a scanning aperture behind which were eight
lenses, photocells, and audio-genera"tng circuits. It was
then quite simple "i '"try out'" any kind of Optophone
that had eight or fewer scanning beams. Other kinds of

reading devices could be simulated by combining the
photocell signals in various ways.
The signals characteristic of a number of diNerent
lener-reading machines were simulated by these means.
Initial tests of the size and orientation of the scanning
aperture seemed to show that a rather narrow slit
worked best, although some machines were tried in
which "Ie slit was divided into sectors. For a single slit
(with all eight photocells connected together), the audible signals were modulated in a variety of ways. For
example, amplitude-modulated signals of a fixed frequency proved l o be very monotonous and not distinctive. Frequency modulation of different wave shapes
(sawtooth, square, and sine waves] showed that sine
waves gave the least disagreeable sounds. For frequency-modulated tones, the best results were with a frequency swing from 100 to 4,000 Hz, with larger steps
at "ie high-frequency end of the scale. A system of this
kind, referred to as the FM-SLIT system, was tried extensively in later tests and was the basis of a portable
machine built by the RCA Laboratories.
Attempts were rnade to '"enrich" the signal, for example, by allowing the upper half and lower half of a letter
to modulate separate signals, or by generating hisses
and clicks from the risers and descenders 9f such letters
as b and p. Some of these modifications seemed to add
to the distinctiveness of the signals, but they always
increased the perceived complexity.
Assessing Performanee. Comparative tests were run
on the more promising simulations. A limited set of
words (eight of the four-letter words which occur most
frequently in English) were recorded in a rote learning
format, and the rate at which they could be learned
when presented in various random orders was determined. Some kind of comparison signal was needed; it
seemed obvious that speech could be taken as the
upper bound on expected performance but that actual
spoken words would be altogether too easy. So a synthetic language (which came to be known as Wuhzi) was
devised. It was based on a transliteration of written
English which preserved the phonetic patterns of words
and so rnade the new language pronounceable. The
results of these comparative tests are shown in Figure 3
for eight simulated machines and for Wuhzi. Clearly
Wuhzi was best; it was learned rapidly and gave nearperfect scores within the first 15 to 20 trials. The Optophone and FM-SLIT machine (which were given further
extensive tests) performed less well. All the other machines were distinctly inferior to these two, though in
some cases this was contrary to one's intuitive impressions about the signals. Also, for the RCA machine,
pedormance would probably have been more nearly
comparable with the Optophone and FM-SLIT machines
if the available test recordings had been from the device
in its final form. The screening tests also allowed comspeeds (50, 100, and 150
parisons at differen-eading
words per minute) as shown in Figure 4. Difficulty in
learning increased rapidly with reading rate, but the
quantitative data are probably not reliable because extraneous factors may well have been serving as cues,
since the number of words was so limited.
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FIGURE 3
Performance on comparative t e s t of various (simulated) reading machines.

FlGURE 4
Performance versus presentation rate (50, "10,and 150 w o r d s per m ~ n u t e )for
FM-SLIT reading system.

The screening tests were supplemented by serniproficiency tests for several of the machines and by exw d e d training on a working model of the FM-SLIT
machine. The semiproficiency tests used recordings of
simple sen"rnces made up from a vocabulary of about
5 0 common words. The objective was to allow each
subject to attain an intermediate degree of proficiency
over a period of 6 to 10 hours practice. The extended
training tests of the FM-SLIT system were aimed at
finding out how proficient a subject could become after
long practice with an actual device.
The subject was seated before a table and used a
hand-held device, with or without mechanical guides, to
scan enlarged film images of letters and of sentences
from 4th and 5th grade school books. Learning was
slow and the average reading rate attained at the end of
a 90-hour training period was 4.2 words per minutee,
with no significant gain in reading speed during the
second half of the period. Analyses of the mistakes
indicated that difficulty in the unambiguous identification of individual letters was a Factor in limiting the
reading speed; that is to say, subjects used much time
in repeatedly rescanning some of the letters and words.
A single value for reading rates can be misleading
unless test conditions are fully specified; moreover,
since conditions are rarely the same for tests done in
different laboratories, comparative reading rates are not
very informative. Even within a given test formaL there
can be wide variability in reading rate due to for7uitous
cornbinations of initial letters and context. Thus, in the
proficiency test described above, an examination of the
reading rates for successive single lines of connected
text showed that occasional lines are read at speeds
well above the average, though still slow by ordinary
standards. The most probable rate, however, was in the
range of 2-4 words per minute. Moreover, there was
little gain in reading speed betwen the first half of the
training period and the latter half. This is one basis for
the conclusion that a plateau in reading speed had been
reached.
The parallel work by RCA Laboratories gave results
that were only a little more encouraging. Tests with the
Type A machine (based on the Optophone) used three
blind subjects, although only one was carried to saturation in reading speed (at about 190 hours). The attained
level for this one subject was approximately 2 0 words
per minute. Letter recognition with random presentation
tended to level off at about 80 percent afwr 4 0 to 5 0
hours of practice. This same device, and one similar to
the Waskins Laboratories FM-SLIT system, were tested
independently at the Naval Medical Research lnstihte
using test materials that were recorded on discs in a
learning format and presented at a steady rate of about
12 words per minute, so reading rate was not a variable. Of five subjects, the best attained a score of 60
percent accuracy at the end of 1 0 days; average scores
for the other four subjects were much lower.
The general conclusion From all these tests does not
differ from historical results with the Optophone and
experience with International Morse Code: The speeds
attainable with devices of this general class are too low

to be generally useful for continuous reading, "rough
they might be acceptable for cef?ain restricted tasks.

Reanalyzing the Problem
While these efforts were underway to improve performance from simple letter-by-le"rer reading machines,
an increasing part of the Laboratories' attention was
given to fuflher analysis of the problem and to more
sophisticated approaches. An attempt was made to examine and classify the various ways in which a reading
machine might operate. Both the principle on which the
mechanism might work, and the nature of the sounds
that might be produced, were considered. The resulting
classifications are different enough so that it is useful to
consider both in parallel.
As to sounds, it has been mentioned above that enriching each letter's output with enough features to be
distinctive to the ear is almost sure to prolong each
word; at higher rates it will cause words to mix into an
indistinguishable buzz. And yet spoken words evade this
limitation. How can this be? The answer might be that
there are typically only three or four distinctive sounds
(phones) per word (rather than per letter) and that these
sounds merge smoothly into one another to give a unitary impression of the entire word. A desirable goal,
then, would be a word-reading device, one that would
generate a "'speechlike'" output. Just what is meant by
"speechlike" in this context is a topic to which we shall
return after a look at how mechanisms might be classified.
The assumption implicit in all of "re mechanisms described thus far is that the optical shape of the printed
letter will be translated directly into an acoustic shape
For recognition by the ear. Might it not be possible t o
use the shapes of printed words in much the same way,
to build a word-reading machine? Some kind of optical
or electrical integration across the letter elements of the
word would be needed, but "Le integrated information
could generate sounds for the word "Eat vary less rapidly than the letter rate. On the above bases, we ciassiCied all machines that operate on "ce shapes of letters
or words as direct translation machines and divided the
group into non-integra"cng (letwr-by-letter) and integrating (word-reading) machines.
Since letters have identities as well as shapes, there
was the possibility in principle-though not then in practice-that letter identities might be recognized, in which
case there would be much greater freedom in assigning
sounds to them than when the letter shape per se must
be translated into sound. Such machines were classified
as recognition-type machines. The letter identities could,
by direct keying, generate sounds which might be the
letter name or the sound usually given to it in "sounding
out" words. Another possibility would be to accumulate
"re letters for an entire word and use programmed
keying to generate a distinctive unitary sound for the
entire word. Technologically, all of this seemed very far
in the future, but we gave much thought t o t h e kind of
sounds that might be generated and how useful they
might be. In fact, "re development of the synthetic
language Wuhzi was intended, in part, to demonstrate
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t h a t i f words of an arbitrary kind could be pronounced,
then they could be learned a s a new language-in one
sense, a dialect of English, inasmuch as meanings and
syntax are preserved, though sound similarities are not.
Moreover, programmed keying with sounds t h a t b o r e
some resemblance to usual letter sounds might indeed
make this dialect recognizable a s English, even though
many words would have bizarre pronunciations because
of spelling-"i-sound disparities.
Experimental Approaches
Several kinds of experimental work were undertaken
to explore these more exotic types of reading machines:
(i) two direct-translation, integrating types of word machines were built at "re Laboratories and preliminary
tests of them were made; (iij RCA Laboratories was
encouraged to undertake development of a recognitiontype spelling machine; (iiij simulation studies were
started to find out whether letter sounds might serve a s
a replacement for letter narnes (spelling); (iv) and a
program of basic studies was begun to find out just
what acoustic characteristics would make a sound truly
"speechlike.'"
Word-type Machines. Neither of the two integratingtype direct-translation devices showed much promise.
One, dubbed the Vowel Generator, produced a signal by
mechanically chopping the image of several successive
letters along the line of type, with major emphasis on
the letter just corning into view. The signals were vowellike in character and changed smoothly and continuously across the complete word, but they vvere cornpletely lacking in consonan"iharacter
and seemed
rather indistinct. In a second rnachine, we attempted to
correct this difficulty by generating signals of a consonant-vowel-consonailt character for each four letters of
the word (or less, at the end of the word). The change
of sound character was to be de"irmined by a cyclic
switching operation, triggered by successive letters and
interword spaces. The signals, a s simulated, indicated
that such a machine would have the fatal defect thar the
mechanical rhythm would dominate a \ \ other aspects of
the signal, and s o no further work was done on this
device.
Tho RCA Recognition Machine, b u i l t a s s bench
model, utilized a scanning operation similar to that in
the RCA version of the Optophone. However, the photoelectric signal served a s input to a function matrix where
it vvas matched against scanning patterns for the different letters of the alphabet. A match between input
and matrix identified the letter, and this actuated one of
a set of very brief tape recordings to sound o u t t h a t
letter's name. This experimental model was completed
at the very end of the CSD program, s o test results were
meager. Recognition of letters was reasonably successful and successive letters in a line of type could be
scanned and identified at a maximum rate of448 to 60
words per minute, set by the magnetic tape announcing
system. There were some difficulties with ambiguities
between letters, and in maintaining alignment between
type and scanning head. Also, when the Better sounds
were recorded at speeds of 50 words a minute or so,
the letters sounded as though they had been clipped,
and since all letter sounds vvere equally long, "re rhythm

pattern was very pronounced. Overall, the development
demonstrated Feasibility for a letter-recognition approach and confirmed the expectation that reading rates
could be improved somewhat over direct translation
methods, "rough probably not beyond 50 to 60 words
per minute.
It seemed reasonable to expect that a substitution of
letter sounds for spelling (in which the narnes of the
letters are themselves complete syllables) would have
advanmages a s the acoustic output for a recognition
reading machine. The sounds, of course, would have to
merge smoothly- into each other and yet be distinct
enough to identify the letters. Could a blending of this
kind be achieved?
Phonetic Summation. We undertook to answer that
question by recording the letter sounds and reassembling t h e n in new combinations for new sentences. The
simplest, but most effective, of the experimental methods was to splice ";ge"rer short pieces of sound-on-film
recordings to form the new sentences. For technical
reasons, this had "i be done by cutting the sound
segments frorn one piece of film, assembling them end
to end in a long narrow printing box, and then making
a contact print for playback on a 16-mrn film phonograph. (Today, with magnetic tape, or computers, the
technical problems would be far simpler.) The primary
difficulty, though, vvas not a technical one. It was one of
isolating thar part of a sound recording (made frorn
spoken words or sentences) that represented the individual letter sounds. Another problem vvas that the
sound segments all had to be of the same duration if
they were to be used by a mechanism such as the RCA
Recognition Machine, whereas "re actual sounds of
speech differ widely in duration.
The experimental resul";as
q u i t e clear: sentences
generated in this way were unintelligible. The letter
sounds were difficult to identify unambiguously, they did
not blend, and the rhythmic pattern (due to equal durations) was a dominant feature. The possibility "cat the
poor result was due to faulty splicing was excluded by
cutting apart a recorded sentence, and then resplicing
it. The reconstituted sentence was entirely intelligible
and hardly distinguishable from the original recording.
The failure of our one attempt at '"phonetic summation"
did not, of course, prove that speech sounds could not
be combined into a speechlike stream, but it did suggest "Eat this might prove difficult to achieve.
The core of the difficulty was that very little was
known about the nature of speech sounds--abou":the
acoustic parameters "rha"cause a sound t o be ''speechlike." Ceaainly not enough was known to serve a s a
guide in devising an output for a reading machine, even
one sophisticated and costly enough lo provide letter
identifications a s a basis for generating t h e sounds. A
program of research was undertaken in t h e final year of
our work for the Committee to study speech sounds
from this point of view. That work will be discussed in
a following section since it was central to t h e next
phase of the Laboramtsries" research pro-gram.
LESSONS FROM THE CSD
When Haskins Laboratories"
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reading nachrnes ur~derCSD sponsorship began In mid1944, rt was oriented toward basic research on human
factors In readrng by ear Just 3 years later, all of the
research other than report wrrtrng came to an end,
primarily because there was little prospect of a c h ~ e v ~ n g
a practical work~ng device or technologrcal breakt h r o u g h within the next year or s o
In what sense, rf at all, do the 3 years ( I 944-1 947) of
research represent a plateait In the euoluttron sf readrng
macl-i~nes?It I S t r u e that none of the dev~ces-either the

trans imposed by the knowledge and "re@hnology of the
time, was that ~t might be poss~hlefor a rnackrne to
recogrrize letter rdentrbes, and if rl drd, to convert the
letters into phonetic equivalents that would "sound out"
the words ~ v ra n Engl~sh-lrked~alect,though only rf a way
----not then evident-could be found to make the sounds
merge together rn a speechlike manner Even such a
machine would have pushed the knowledge and technology sf the tnne to therr limits

rnocieis built a t the Laboratones or the fully engineered
survived except in museum
ones burit by RCA-have
PHASE TWO RESEARCH ON SPEECH SYNTHESIS
collestrens, but it m a y be reasonable to c $ a ~ r n
that a
For nearly 10 years, the research a t Hasklns iaboratodeeper rnnderstand~ngof the problems was attained and
rres
turned away horn a d ~ r e c tconcern with readrng
a clear d~rectronset for Future research As cornpared
maehrnes to more basre seudres of speech and speechwith the development of the Bptophone 20 yeears earlike sounds However, these studies eventually led back
Iter, the underlyrrry problem was seen in a different way
to the reading rnachrne problem, and part~cipeticanIn the
For the Opeophone, t h e problem had been seen as the
VA research program Consequently, some account of
technical requlrernent that pnnt be corlverted into
the intervening events 1s appropriate here
sound, rn t h e CSD program, the objec"rve was to m a t c h
sounds from reasonably simple devices to the needs
and capabrllties of blind lrsteners By the end of the CSD
W H Y IS SPEECH SO FAST A N D EASY?
program r t vvas clear thar some kinds of sounds were
The principal thing tRa";haanged
aver the Intervening
~nherentlyunsuitable, a n d that the reasons for rhrs went
decade vvas the nature of the problem Increasingly,
beyond those that had been cotisidered limiting for t h e
during the latter part of the CSD program, rl: was asked:
Optophone Moreover, i t h a d become evident t h a t the
Why did speech sounds serve so well as an acousllc
only kinds of sounds for which high performance could
srgnallifig system? Speech was fa: better and faster than
be expected would be sounds that were speechlrke Just
the best arbitrary sound codes thar could be dev~sed.
h o w such sounds could be generated and t h e comMoreover, t h e lrm~tatronsobserved were able to be rap l e x ~ t yof the mechanisms needed to make them, were
tlonalized Why did they not apply to speech? Could
n o t w e l l understood, hut the direction rn which a solerrang experience and the use of word-size units make
tron rnrgtnt be sought had been rndrcated
ihar much difference? Or d ~ dthe sounds of speech
The Following paragraph from o u r report t o t h e CSB
match the ear's perceptual capab~lltresrn some special
48)rn mid 1947 makes clear the extent, and "re irrnrtaand especially effrc1enWay7 So long as r e a d ~ n gmatlons, of the understandrng we then had about t h e overchrnes were the focal problem, the efficiency of speech
ell problem "One of the principal conclusions to be
was simply a well-known fact that could serve as a
drawn from the work done thus far rs that a S U G C ~ S S ~ yardst~ck
UI
for other signals and proof that easy, speedy
r e a d ~ n gm a c h i n e must present its ~nformatronin wordreceptnon was possrble
like unitss,not letter by letter The development of maThe terminatton of the CSD program, foilowed by
chrnes which will do t h i s requires prior knowledge of
modestbut long-term support faurn t h e Carnegle Corpothe physical eharacfer~st~cs
of sound patterns which grve
ration, left Haskins i a b s r a t s r ~ e sfree to concentrate on
a unitary Impression Spoken languages are made tip of
how sarnefhrng so complex acouslispeech itself-on
such einrts and accordingly, a device which can yreid
sally could be percarved so eitsiiy and so fast The
speeci~likesounds would appear to have a g o ~ dchance
phys~cat comglexrty sf speech had just become fully
of success Moreover, recognrtron-wype m a c h i n e s are inevidenr in the sound spectrograms published In
herently capable of generatrng a diaiekt which should
1946-47 by the Bell Telephone Laboraterres (BPL)
resemble spoken English to a degree It is clear that the
(52,531 13u"iompiexrty vvas not ail One mrghl: have
ultrma"r success of the entrre readrng machrne program
expected to see d~stlnctlvepatterns corresponding to
(I e , the development sf erther a reoognitron or a n rrrtewhat were, to t h e ear, hrghly d~stinctlvesounds There
gratlng type of translation rnachinej depends on basic;
were patterns in the spectrogram, t o be sure, hut they
informatron about the physical charactsr~sttcsof speecktacked obvtous correspondences They were different
l ~ k esounds '"
for the same word when spoken rn different contexts or
From what we now know about readrng mack~inest h a t
b y different speakers, moreover, there was not a separagraph appears both prophetic and quaint. No one
quence of separable patterns currespondrng to the senow quarrels wlth "re idea that a high-performance
quence of obviously drsjunct sounds. The real puzzlereading machtne needs "r be based on knowledge
given such seemingly muddy slgnais-was
how speech
about speech, or that rts output cannot be presented on
could be perceived at all I
a letter-by-letter b a s s But nowhere rn the paragraph
English itself was envisaged
does if appear tha":spoken
EXPERIMENTS ON SPEECH
as a reasonable objectrve for reading machine developThe experimental approach taken was to use spectroment. The most that could be foreseen, given r h e Ilm~tia-
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grams a s if they were recordings, intended to be played
back to a listener, but with one difference: Gharrges
could be made in the patterns before t h e y were turned
back into sound. By listening $0 the effects of s u c k
changes, it could be found what parts sf a pattern were
important in identifying t h e sounds of speech. The great
advantage of spectrograms for such a n analysis-synthesis strategy was that the information was laid o u t i n
conceptually manageable patterns. The disadvantages
were that complex instrumentation was needed a n d had
to be built---first a spectrograph to yield patterns to be
worked on, and then a playback device for listening to
the patterns, before and after modification.
Sound Spectrograph. The construction of a specfrograph and of a Pattern Playback was started in t h e final
year of the CSB program as a way to discover just what
acoustic charae"reristics of speech would make it
"'speechlike'bnnd therefore likely to be useful in a reading machine. The principal reason far building a spectrograph vvas that " r e BTb model was sirnpiy not available,
and not likely to be s o for several years. Another reason
was that it had a very limited dynamic range, adequate
far visual inspection but not for playback with even
moderate fidelity, It was supposed, from what was
known about the effects sf amplitude distortion, that a
dynamic range of 30-40 d b would be desirable; also, a
spectrographic transparency was needed for use in the
playback device. All of this meant a complete redesign
of nearly every component of the BTL spectrograph. By
the end of the CSD reading machine program, spectrograms on film had been made that were more or less
comparable with the BTL spectrograms.
During the next few years, the spectrograph was reworked several times (10). The initial use of acetate
discs for recording t h e sample to be analyzed (witla 1.8
seconds of speech recorded on a single re-entrant
groove) gave way "6 112-second reeardings on magnetic
tape. This allowed three average sentences per spectrogram an film 7 inches wide by 7.2 feel long. The
combination of a variable-intensity catkode-ray t u b e a s
light source, and a Phoaofarrner
to linearize tube and
film characteristics, allowed recording as spectrograms
the (preempkasized) spectral intensities linearly a s optical densities over a 36-db range, I t w a s Iarer thought to
be a poor reward f a r the effort involved that this turned
o u t t o be far more precision and range than was required and, even more ironic, that the direct use of film
spectrograms for playback was not. t h e best way to
experiment on speech.
Pattern Pilayback. T h e development of a playback
device for spectrographic patterns also went through
several stages. In that case, though, the care and refinemen"t that went into the final instrument paid solid
dividends and, in fact, the Pattern Playback is still used
occasionally.

~hotoformer:A devrca t h a t emplays a cathode-ray osclilo-

The rnrdrai design, of w h ~ c ha '"quickre' variant was
burit In t h e Crnal days of the C S D program, used bath
the spectrogram on film and a set of scsurld tracks on
Film to nrodulab a beam of light T h e spectrogram allowed Irght to pass where there had been energy In the
speech spectrum at a partrcular moment, then, thrs Irght
was again rnsdulated at audro frequenc~eseorrespnndIng to the sDectrogram A phomcell collected and rn~xed
the various components to grve a ccirnpssrte audio output The slnewave rnodraiatisns were recorded anto a
rectangular sheet of flim a s a sequence of slne-wave
soundtracks, stacked v e r t ~ c a l l y rn order of increasing
frequency Thrs was wrapped around a "ransparent cyllnder that also carried the espectrographlc lrairsparency
Thus, rotatron of t h e cylrnder past a n rliurnrnated slrt
served both to scan t h e spectrogram and to generate
t h e srne-wave modula"l,ons sf the lrght that was then
transmitted to a pgholcttube
There vvas nothing wrong w ~ t hthis arrangement In
prrnc~ple,but rt had very serrous practrcal flaws Not
nearly enough Irgh'i came through "re two films to grve
usable audio srgnals, In fact, t h e srgnal-ts-noise ratio
was so bad that almost nothing could be heard except
nose
In a second verslan, a number of changes and Improvements were m a d e (6,l 1) To Improve the signal-lonarse ratla, a sowerful mercury arc was used a s a light
source and a rnulr~pl~erphototube vvas used a s the
plckup devace The two optrcal modulations were separated by a lens sys"iern A u d ~ afrequencres camprrsrng all
the harrnsn~csof 120 Hz up to 6090 Hz, were generated by a large tone wheel driven at 1800 rmm Speechrate modula"rrons were provided by a spectrogram made
Into a belt and scanned at rts own 'rime scale of 7 2
rnches per second A number of dera~led refinements
were rntroduced, such as Iinear~za'lionof the tone wheel
modulator by pred~slorirng the s~ne-waves used to
record It, also, eirmrnatton of the buzz from res~dual
modulated lrylrt by a cancellat~oncrrcur"l further feat u r e that proved to be very rrnpnrtant was that t h e
spectrogram (used as a transmrssron modulator] could
be replaced by a reflecl~anmodulator This was a clear
acetate belt on whech patterns cnuid he copied rn white
paint from the spectrogram, I~kewlse,freehand patterns
of any klnd could be converted Into sound, just a s if
they were spectrograms
INITIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH SPECTROGRAPH AND
PLAYBACK

The spectrograph was in operation well before t h e
Playback was completed, and a n u m b e r of spectrograms
had b e e n made of a list of sentences (the so celled
Harvard sentences), "rat were designed for reshlng t h e
intelligibility of speech in noise. The first question to be
asked, once the Playback was ready to operate, was the
very elementary one: Would it talk at all, and sf so, how
intelligibly? Theoretically, these was every reason to SUP
pose that if one rer;ugplled the apprsxrm;3ae freiquencteb
be intelligible To be sure, t h e rei
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nor match exactly those frorn the real speech, but rather
were a substitute set drawn from the first550 harmonics
of a fundamental frequency of 120 Hz. The pitch of the
synthetic speech would, thesefore, be strictly monotone
regardless of how the sentence had been spoken, but
the spectral variations ought to be about right. In fact,
the Playback did talk very well when it vvas given transmission versions o f t h e Marvard sentences. The speech
quality vvas poor-rather noisy and a little rough-but
Formal
there seerned little question abou"rn"i1ligibili";.
tests with naive listeners ( I 1) gave scores of about 95
percent. Some preliminary experiments with overlays
that blocked out parts of the spectrographic patterns
vvere not very instructive, partly because the speech
quality vvas then so poor and partly because the effects
on intelligibility were difficult to estimate.
Some of the difficulties seemed inherent in trsnsmission spectrograms so the alternate mode was used-one
in which the Playback could work by reflection from
patterns painted in white on a clear acetate belt. It vvas
found unnecessary to copy the spectrographic patterns
in dew% all that was really necessary was to preserve
the features which were visually most prominent and
then, largely on a trial-and-error basis, to make further
changes that improved inwlligibility. Paintings of the
same 20 sentences prepared in this way gave inteiligibility scores of about 85 percent. This was not quite as
good as for the original transmission spectrograms, but
the voice quality was better-even quite acceptableand one could tell almost immediately by ear whether a
particular change in "re painted pattern gave a gain or
loss in in"celligibility.

SEARCH FOR THE ACOUSTIC CUES
it was a t this point, in the early nineteen-fifties, that
serious research on the nature of speech and its peerception could begin. Our colleagues, Pierre Delattre and
Alvin Liberman, carried through a series of studies "rat
provided a solid experimen-l basis for the new field of
acoustic phonetics (12,16,39).
What they set: out lo do was la find the acoustic cues
-those parts o f t h e spectrographic pattern "rat were
principally responsible For a listener"^ judgment that he
had heard one particular speech sound rather than another, They did this by working with syllables rather
than sentences and by using sets of syllables that represented phonetic classes of sounds, e.g., the voiceless
stops, or nasals, or fricatives. Then they varied the palterns, one aspect at a time, and asked naive listeners to
identify the resulting sounds. in this way, after several
years and many thousands of patterns, they were able
to find the two or three principal acoustic cues for each
of the consonants and vowels of English.
Only a beginning had been made on this task by the
summer of 1956 when the research was reported at a
conference on reading machines that was organized by
the \/A,and (somewhat later that year) when discussions
began on the research that Haskins Laboratories might
do for the VA. Before turning ta an account of those
events, i t m a y be useful to relate the Laboratories" work
to the research on speech that vvas underway else-

where, and then to give a few examples of our research
findings about the nature of speech (40).
There vvas, in the late forties and early fifties, an
upsurge of interest in experimental work on speech.
Much of it had been sparked by Homer Dudley's Vocoder (18,20) and Voder (191, the wartime development
of the sound spectrograph, and Martin Joos' insightful
little book on '"Acoustic Phonetics" (35). These developments and the Laboramories' own demonstration of
speech synthesized frorn simplified specwograms, led in
late 1949 to the first of a series of four speech conferences at MIT. indeed, in 1955 and 1956, there were
speech conberences at San Diego and Christchurch, Entime, several
gland, as well as at MlT. By abou-his
groups had developed speech synthesizers of various
kinds, some of which could generate quite naturalsounding speech '. One of the highlights of the meeting
at M1I in the summer ow1956 was an on-stage conversation between Walter Lawrence" Parametric Artificial
Talker (38) and Gunnar Fant's Orator Verbis Electris (22).
Each repeated its demonstration sentence with an amusing array of pitch modulations.
The work at Haskins Laboratories on the acoustic cues
with the Pattern Playback was making rapid progress by
the summer of 1956. lt was by then well-known, frorn
visual studies of spectrograms, "tat the consonants and
vowels so clearly heard in speech vvere not at all evident to the eye; in particular, the temporal strekhes "tat
were heard as vowels did n o a u s d l l y show the steadystate '"charac"ieristic tones" atwributed lo them in the
twenties and thirties. Also, the consonant stretches
seerned to evade simple characterization; "Ley were
often heard just where the spec"rographic patterns were
weak or changing rapidly and also in different ways in
different contexts. B u t i f one painted a copy of only the
most prominent features of the real spectrographic pattern-essentially,
a cartoon version-the
Pattern Playback would *'speak"it alrnost as clearly as if ail the rest
of the pattern were present.

'These synthesizers used resonant circuits to generate the
formants and so could mimic the pitch changes characteristic
of human speech, thereby adding an irnportani dimension of
naturalness. As the early versions of PAT' (38), DAVO (551, and
OVE (23,24,25) evolved in the late nineteen-fifties and early
sixties, some read their control parameters from plastic tapes,
much as spectrograms were read with the Pattern Playback
and our own pitch-controllable Vocoder Playback (Voback) (7).
As it turned out, improvements in naturalness made little
contribution to the search for the cues.
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So the first important finding was that intelligibility
was carried by an underlying simple pattern, which
meant that the speech signal could be drastically simplified with little or no loss. But this only sharpened the
question about where the consonants and vowels were,
or rather, how to characterize them. Were the rapid
up-and-down excursions of the b r m a n t s d merely connecting links between the '"real" consonants and vowels? Or, did these transitions (as they had come to be
called) themselves carry important informa"ion?
Some of the earliest experiments at Haskins Laboratories were with syllables such as ba, da, and ga "rat
showed these "ransitions to a marked degree. The
Laboratories had already confirmed that the vowels
could be represented (to "re ear) by two or three steadystate formants and that the vowels differed one from
another only in their formant frequencies. So all kinds of
formant transitions were painted onlo the beginnings of

A formant is a frequency region in which there is a relatively
high concentration of acoustic energy. Formants are usually
referred to by number, counting from low to high frequencies.

the first and second formant pattern for, say, the vowel
a. When the sounds from these patterns were played (in
randomized order) to naive listeners, they had no trouble
in labeling them as ba, or da, or ga. Their responses
indicated two things: no? only which transitions corresponded to each of the three consonants, but also that
the transitions did indeed carry much information.
Experiments of the same kind with other vowels gave
comparable results (Fig. 5), except that each vowel had
its own preferred set of transitions for b, d, and g.
However, comparisons across vowels revealed a rather
simple principle-from which the various transition patterns could be derived (Fig. 6): The second formant for
each of the three consonants seemed to arise from its
own "locus" frequency and then-except
for an initial
brief interval of silence-to move briskly to the vowel's
second-formant frequency, whatever that might be; and,
for all three consonants, the first formant started from a
very low frequency (16).
In comparable experiments, it was found "tat the systematic changes, mainly at the start of the first formant,
would produce the voiceless stops, p % k, or the nasal
stops, m n 3; also, that the same changes could be

FIGURE 5
Synthetic spectrograms showing second formant transitions
that produce the voiced stops b, d, and g with various vowels.

3"

FIGURE 6
Spectrogrphic patterns for d with three vowels, showing extrapolations of the second formants to a common locus frequency (for d) at 1 BOO Hz.

Spectrographic patterns that illustrate the transition cues for
the stop and nasal consonants in
initial position with the vowel.
The dotted portions in the second row indicate the presence of
noise (aspiration) in place of harmonics.
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applied to a full range of vowels. Thus, results to this
point could be summarized (for a given vowel) in a 3x3
array of the acoustic cues (Fig. a), with the x-axis and
y-axis corresponding to the conventional phonetic dimensions of manner and place of articulation (40).

RELEVANCE TO SPEECH SYNTHESIS
The close correspondences between acoustic cues
and aaiculatory dimensions had important implications
for an understanding of speech perception, and this set
the direction of much future research (13). However, a
different aspect of the results proved to be more directly

relevant to the reading machine problem, namely, that
the acoustic cues were essentially independent of each
other and that they combined freely to give the full set
of stop and nasal consonants. Notice what Figure 7 tells
us: We can start with only three different manner cues
and three different place cues and combine them to get
nine different consonants; further, if we use these same
triads of place and manner cues with the formant frequencies for the seven vowels of Figure 5, we can get
63 different syllables.
If this same combinatorial principle applies to the
acoustic cues for the remaining consonants of American
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English-as further research showed that it did-then
one would need to know only a limited set of cuerecipes to undertake the synthesis of words and sentences never before seen as a spectrogram. It is, in fact,
possible to do so, though the doing is not quite as
simple as the above discussion would imply. Pierre
Delattre became quite adept at this form of "synthesisby-art"; one of his early creations is shown in Figure 8.
Clearly, he had in his head an implicit set of rules to
guide his painting. If those rules could be made explicit,
then anyone skilled with a paint brush could do speech
synthesis by rule.

FIGURE 8
Two versions of a sentence employing principally stop and
resonant consonants. The lower version is a first draft which
was painted directly from the typewritten text ("A big bad man
demanding money can kill you. Bang, bang."), in accordance
with the "rules" derived from experiments on acoustic cues.
Revisions by ear resulted in the upper version. Both were highly
intelligible when converted into sound by the Pattern Playback.

PHASE THREE:
RESEARCH FOR THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

BEGINNINGS OF THE VA PROGRAM
There had been earlier conferences on sensory aids
for the blind, but it was at the Fourth Technical Session,
in August of 1956, that an active research program
began to take shape, and it was only a few months later
that the research program at the Haskins Laboratoriesthe focus of the present account-got under way.
The first of these conferences had been held in 1954,
and others followed at nearly yearly intervals. They reawakened interest in reading machines for the blind,
although most participants still saw the problem in
terms of how to generate from the printed page a set of
letter-by-letter sounds, comparable in a general way to
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Morse Code. By that view, the technical problems were
not trivial, nor was the task faced by the blind person in
learning an arbitrary acoustic code-but those problems
had somehow to be lived with and overcome, since no
other kind of reading machine seemed feasible.
A second view of the problem was that the principal
conclusion from the CSD research-that arbitrary letterby-letter signals simply would not do-might have to be
accepted in spite of the technical complications that this
conclusion implied. The worst complication was thought
to be that the machine would have to recognize the
printed letters in order to generate acceptable signals
from them. Optical character recognition was then in its
infancy, so this view of the reading machine problem
seemed to erect a second high barrier; or, to put the
matter affirmatively, there were now the two problems
of devising a simple optical character recognizer, and
then of teaching it to speak aloud the letters it had
recognized.
The third view, put forward by the Maskins Laboratories, was thaweven these two technical problems-0CR
and a letter-by-letter output-were not the main hurdle;
rather, that the central problem was one of matching the
acoustic signal to the listener's perceptual capabilities,
and further, that this required the acoustic signal to be,
at the very least, "speechlike". This view changed, over
the course of the conferences, to the far more demanding requirement that the audible output must be speech
itself.
The need for a speechlike output was presented at the
Fourth Technical Session in a paper on "Synthetic
Speech and the Reading Machine Problem." The paper
also surveyed the various types of reading machines
then thought to be possible, even though some seemed
visionary. It now serves to show how much-and how
little-was really understood at that time about reading
machines and especially the output problem.
The three views of the reading machine problem were
the basis for the three phases of the VA program of
research, which appreciated the limitations of the acoustic code and spelling approaches, but saw also that the
difficulties in generating speech from print would take
years to solve. A practical program, it was believed,
must have earlier and more certain payoffs even if the
resulting devices might have limited capabilities. The
principal contractor under the first, short-range phase of
the program was the Battelle Memorial Institute, which
was charged with developing and testing a device to
generate arbitrary acoustic signals from print. Battelle
was to build on the earlier work with Optophones and
the RCA A-2 Reading Machine (1).
There were two middle-range projects: a major one,
assigned to Mauch Laboratories, was to devise a machine that could recognize printed characters reasonably
well and generate a spelled output (56); a smaller contract was given to Professor Milton Metfessel, University
of Southern California, to press ahead with his work on
a "spelling-bee" output that would gain reading speed
by using very brief sound segments for the letters (44).
The long-range phase of the program, assigned to
Maskins Laboratories, also had two parts: one was to

build a machine with which to test the usefulness of
Compiled Speech, i.e., a "spoken" output made by splicing together standardized voice recordings of words to
form sentences; the second was an open-ended study of
speech and speechlike signals to find out what kind of
artificial speech would work best in a reading machine
and how to generate it, assuming that one had available
the output of an optical character recognizer.

RESEARCH OM AUDIBLE OUTPUTS
Objectives-Although
the two tasks undertaken by
Haskins Laboratories were formally distinct, they had a
common purpose: to arrive at the best choice of audible
output signals for a high-performance reading machine
for the blind. There was not, at the beginning of the
program or at any later point, the intent to design and
build the device itself. This restriction on program objectives was due in part to the realization that an optical
character recognizer would be an essential part of a
high-performance reading machine, and the belief that
commercial needs would make OCR devices available by
the time the output problem had been solved; furthermore, engineering development was neither a strength
nor an interest of the Laboratories.
It was not at all clear what kind of audible output
offered the most promise, provided only that it was
speechlike: synthesis seemed to have the potential for
natural, flowing speech, though only if a great deal more
could be learned about how to synthesize from a phonetic transcription. Even then, the often peculiar relations between the letters and sounds of words might
mean that synthetic speech would always have bizarre
pronunciations. An obvious competitor was compiled
speech; it could avoid these strange pronunciations by
using a human speaker to supply the correct sounds,
whatever the spelling. But speech compiled from word
recordings would have its own language problems: A
single, fixed pronunciation would have to serve, even for
words which a human would speak differently and with
different inflections when they occurred in different contexts. Then, too, there are so many words I No recorded
dictionary of a practical size could contain them all.
Spelling would be a possible way "t deal with the
exceptions, but would be disruptive if it occurred very
often.
On balance, though, compiled speech from a Word
Reading Machine seemed the surer solution and the one
on which practical efforts could be started without
delay. Conventional tape-splicing techniques would permit initial studies of some of the language problems,
though such methods would obviously be too slow and
laborious for the production of the paragraph-length
texts that would be needed to assess comprehensibility
and acceptability by blind listeners.
This is why one phase of the research program consisted of a contract for the construction of an Interim
Word Reading Machine ([WRM) to serve primarily as a
research tool in studies of the language problems inherent in compiled speech. The device was l o operate
semiautomatically in a laboratory environment. It was
not intended to be a production device for the prepara-
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tion of recordings in volume; therefore, a simple design
with medium speed components would suffice and design compromises could be made, so long as they did
not adversely affect the quality of the voice recordings.
Pending completion of the IWRM, the research part of
the program was to concern itself with audible outputs
of all reasonable kinds. This included the language problems of compiled speech; it included also work on the
rules by which a machine could synthesize "spoken"
English when the letters on the printed page were identified for it, as they would be in a library-type reading
machine. The studies were to start with the information
then available about speech synthesized from handpainted patterns; then to adapt these results to the
synthesis of speech by a machine and (later) introduce
automatic "'corrections" for English spelling. Another
goal was to devise a "speechlike" output suitable for a
personal-type (direct transla"ron) reading machine, This
would require a careful study of letter shapes to find
elements which could be easily identified by a simple
machine and a study of the best way to assign speech
sounds to those elements. Much of the experimental
work-at least initially-would be done with the existing
Pattern Playback equipment. Eventually, the plan was to
build a laboratory device to produce reasonable quantities of synthetic speech and speechlike sounds in order
to test their usefulness as reading machine outputs.
The formal objectives of "te two parts of the Haskins
Laboratories program are summarized in the above paragraphs. They remained the general guidelines Ihroughout the two decades that followed, though there were
several shifts in emphasis as new information and new
techniques emerged. Progress was uneven, shifting from
one aspect of the program to another, and some early
hopes fell by the wayside, victims to competing solutions. For all these reasons, a brief chronological survey
may serve as a useful introduction to more detailed
accounts of the several lines of study.

Chronological Overview
Exploration of Alternatives-The
first phase o f t h e
program, beginning in 1957, was concerned mainly
with the competing claims of various audible outputs. It
was not until 1970-7 1 that a clear choice could be
made between the two principal contenders.
The work on compiled speech consisted of a series of
small studies of such things as monotone versus inflected speech, rate of speaking, manipulation of stress,
and the like. These studies continued at a steady pace,
answering many of the questions, but always hindered
by the need to rely on slow and laborious manual methods. These methods gave way, by the end of the sixties,
to a computer facility that made possible the easy "reading aloud" of page-long texts.
The design and construction of the lWRM progressed
rapidly to a point where the device was fully designed
and more than half completed. At that point, the funds
ran out, and although the work was carried to completion it had to be done at low priority, and at a pace that
eventually made the device obsolete. Its functions were,

in fact, taken over at the end of the sixties by the
computer-based system mentioned in the preceding
paragraph.
Progress on speech synthesis by rule, like that on the
IVV'RM, progressed rapidly at first but then slowed,
though for different reasons. The initial surge came from
the work of Frances lngemann and the fact that she had
several years of research results on the acoustic cues as
a basis for her work. She was able, within the first year,
"t organize all of this material into a set of rules for
synthesis that had not previously existed, and that were
fully explicit instryctions on how to paint (for the Pattern
Playback) the control patterns that would "speak" any
desired sentence. The next advances came more slowly,
but as with compiled speech, the program gained
momentum again by the end of the sixties when computer facilities and an additional body of knowledge
about speech had become available.
The mid-sixties were a period of uncertainty as to just
where the program should go. Progress was slow on
both compiled speech and speech synthesized by rule,
needing (as was later learned) the technical assistance
that only computer methods could provide. During those
years, considerable effori was put into a new way of
generating speech that seemed to evade some of the
difficulties of both compiled and rule-synthesized
speech. However, by 197 1, interest in this new variant
-called
Re-Formed Speech-had
succumbed to the
good progress that was then being made in the synthesis of speech by rule.
Thus, by about 1970, the field of possibilities had
been canvassed, with only two candidate methods surviving: compiled speech and speech synthesized by rule.
Automating Speech Production; Evaluation Studies.
The objectives of the work then shifted from studies of
compiled and synthetic speech to ways of obtaining
fairly long passages of each type. These were needed in
order to test for in"ri1igibility and acceptability and, indeed, to make a choice between the two kinds of
speech output There had been sufficient success with
both types of output to inspire thought about the kind of
Library Service Center that might be set up within a very
few years to provide recorded books on demand for
blind veterans. This was envisaged as a central facility
that the VA would itself set up and manage, with technical advice and assistance from the Laboratories.
The evaluation studies made it clear that the contest
between compiled and rule-synthesized speech had
been won conclusively by synthetic speech. Hence, efforts were shifted almost entirely to automating speech
synthesis by rule, even though t h a w a s a substantially
harder and longer job than generating compiled speech
by machine methods.
User Evaluations of Synthetic Speech and Plans for
a Reading Service Center. By 1973 it was possrble
report that "from a purely technological v~ewpolni,

all the problems were solved. It was
speech was reasonably intelligible
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example, short stories played to a naive audience would
be understood and appreciated even though some
words and names might be missed. Thus the output was
reasonably acceptable despite its machine accent. But
just how intelligible the speech was, or what sounds
and words were giving the most trouble, or whether in
a more general sense the synthetic speech would satisfy
a serious reader after the novelty had worn off-these
questions could not be answered.
The first step in answering these questions was to
make quantitative, controlled studies of word and sentence intelligibility, and later, of the comprehension of
paragraph-length passages. The second step was to
start preparing for in-depth user tests aimed at testing
both the utility of reading machines in real life situations
and the improvement of synthetic speech in response t o
user comments. Since it seemed by then unlikely that
the VA would organize facilities for these user trials,
plans were made jointly with the University of Connecticut to set up a Reader Service Center for blind students.
It was planned to provide the students with synthetic
speech recordings of assigned readings frorn their textbooks; also, work at the Laboratories pressed ahead on
mechanizing the synthesis-by-rule procedures so that
substantial quantities of recorded synthetic speech
would be available.
Final Phase. By 1975, it was concluded (somewhat
reluctantly) that these cooperative plans for a Reading
Service Center to serve blind students and to evaluate
and improve reading machine performance would have
to be abandoned for lack of funding, even though the
technical and human facilities were in hand. The research was turned, instead, to improving the quality of
the speech synthesized by rule and, in particular, to
developing a new and a better speech synthesis algorithm. The quantitative evaluations of Phase Three
had shown that the intelligibility of the synthetic speech
was good enough for easy comprehension of simple,
straightforward materials, but that listening to it put a
heavy load on the comprehension of more complex
(textbook) materials. Hence, further work on the rules for
synthesis would have been required in any case.
By the end of 1978, it was becoming evident that
some kind of reading machine-as distinct from a library-based reading center-would soon be feasible, but
with further compromises in a speech q'uality which was
already only marginally adequate.
The foregoing overview has sketched the chronology
of the reading machine research that Haskins Laboratories did for the VA. There were several simultaneous
strands that can now be recounted separately and in
somewhat more detail.
Compiled Speech
The sections that follow deal with some of the main
areas of research on compiled speech and its language
problems, as they were investigated by essentially hand
methods. The account turns then to the development of
a machine for doing the compilation automatically. An
account of the final competitive tests between compiled

and synthetic speech will be deferred until the evolution
of speech synthesized by rule has been described.
Preliminary Experiments. Linguistic research on compiled speech began with an applied program of purposely modest size. The task was to record a small
spoken-English vocabulary from which small test sentences could be built. There was only one significant
constraint to be observed in recording the vocabulary:
Only one spoken version'of each spelled word could be
stored for use, althougg that single version could be
employed more than once in a sentence.
An important consideration, in the effort to compose a
usable store of single tokens of spoken words, was the
fact that a naturally spoken sentence is a multiword
unit. All naturally spoken sentences are delivered with
intonation-a variable and varying prosodic feature that
extends across word boundaries, and even across
phrase boundaries. This fact would complicate the attempt to generate whole, "life-like" sentences frorn
"frozen" words which would have to appear in the same
acoustic shape iri every context (i.e., with unchanging
pitch and pitch contour, duration, intensity, and phonic
color). Nevertheless, the precise nature of the complications had to be ascertained.
The initial test began with recordings of a magazine
article that had been read by a male talker and recorded
on magnetic tape. The talker, who spoke with reasonably normal American speech, read the selection in four
ways: in normal intonation and in a monotone, producing each of these at a normal rate and at a slow rate.
Next, the individual words of the recordings were "edited apart" by listening to the tapes and marking word
boundaries. Once isolated, the words (on tape snippets)
were mounted separately on "Language Master" cards
(which permit the separate and successive playing of
small bits of speech), and were re-recorded in various
grammatical arrangements to test the compatibility of
the vocabulary when heard in new sentence structures.
Informal listening tests of the manually-compiled sentences by members of the Laboratories' staff produced
the following observations:
Prosodics (The melody, timing, and loutlness of speech)
1. A word's acoustic shape normally changes according
to its verbal and intonational context.
2. A word in prepausal position must be acoustically
longer than it is in other positions.
3. Polysyllables are never normally spoken in a monotone.
4. Listeners feel that pitch is the primary cue to stress
and intonation.
Grammar
1. Articles and prepositions are usually less prominent
(perceptually and acoustically) than other parts of
speech.
2. When the vocabulary is recorded by the talker, certain highly frequent words must be spoken many
times, in a variety of ways, so that the most probable
(or most neutral?) form of each word can be selected
for the basic vocabulary supply. A case in point is the
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most frequent English word, the, w h i c h has four main
possible pronunciations; another example is which,
which can play more than one grammatical role.
Punctuation
A short interval of silence (e.g., 7 5 0 msec) in the
output can substitute for a printed comma and a
longer silence (1750 msec) can suggest a period.
These durations work well for the somewhat slow rate
that the particular talker used, but they might have t o
be changed for speech at other rates.
The talker's manner of speaking
1 . If the vocabulary is spoken in a monotone, the words
are fairly compatible when transplanted into sentences, but they are dreary and slow. Listeners find
monotone delivery of text too terribly dull t o endure
for more than a very few minutes.
2. An intentionally undramatic (but not monotone) reading produces quite good words for recombination
into new sentences.
Some of the observations noted above were made on
the basis of negative evidence. In attempting t o make
sentences from single prerecorded words it was easy t o
discover i m p o ~ a n tfeatures of normal speech by their
sometimes jarring absence in the trial sentences. For
example, a word put into prepausal position (at the end
of a sentence) was often heard as much t o o short,
although it was heard as sufficiently long when located
elsewhere in a sentence.
Not all the results of the preliminary linguistic study
surprised the investigators, although some did. An attempt t o address some of the problems pointed out by
the obsewations-especially w i t h respect t o prosodicswas made in designing the lWRM and later, even more
successfully, in the computer-implemented speech-synthesis-by-rule system devised by Mattingly. Other problems, such as the multigrammatical roles of English
words, which are encountered in generating speech
from print, still remain t o be solved. It seems unlikely
that a solution t o this problem can be found until computer programs for parsing a text and analyzing its
meaning become more sophisticated than they are today.
T h e Search f o r Prosodic Descriptors. T o complement
these ear4y experiments w i t h compiled speech, a study
of the acoustic properties of stress and intonation in
real speech was undertaken. A pilot test, employing the
same talker, was run t o establish procedures for later
data acquisition. Speech analysis w a s pedormed using
spectrograms, wavqform traces, and fundamental frequency contours recorded on 35-mm film.
Provocative problems were encountered in trying t o
measure syllable duration, intensity, and even fundamental frequency. (How could perceptually important dynamic events be measured and described acoustically?
W h o could say where syllables began and ended, w h e n
they visibly flow together in the acoustic record of
speech?) An element of arbitrariness w a s inescapable in
deciding what was the significant aspect t o measure. In

the end, the peaks of the syllable intensity and frequency contours were selected as the principal descriptive features of these parameters, whereas for syllable
duration, acoustic amplitudes augmented by listening
sewed as descriptors of the syllable boundaries.
Using these descriptors, the prosodic aspects of three
long sentences spoken by each of four adult talkers
(including a female w i t h a low-register voice) were
analyzed acoustically. The rneasured items, consisting of
some 4 0 0 syllables, were made by tedious manual
methods, there being no other way available at that
time.
One observation that emerged from the prosodic
study led t o the hypothesis that polysyllabic words and
highly frequent phrases share a common prosodic property, that is, a persistent stress relationship among their
component syllables. A fuaher observation indicated
that the direction of combined prosodic feature movement (up or down, from one syllable t o the next) was the
acoustic key t o word accent (lexical stress). These ideas
were tested in an experiment in stress perception that
was run concurrently, using as stimuli brief syllables of
synthetic speech whose frequency, duration, and intensity components were controlled and manipulated. In
formal listening sessions, 1 0 staff members selected the
more prominent (stressed) syllable in each of 64 syllable
pairs. The results showed clear evidence that the prosodic features are additive in stress perception, as the
descriptive study had suggested. The experiment did not
reveal how stress and intonation could be separately
defined, however, yet it could be said that fundamental
frequency and intensity peaks d o tend t o diminish
across a long utterance, and that syllable duration rises
before a pause.
Preparation of a Larger Lexicon. Regrettably, those
characteristics, no matter what their generality or importance for naturalness, could not be used by the lWRM in
generating compiled speech, since it required that a
single recorded version of a word (with its set panern of
pitch, loudness, and length) must be used on every
occasion. The best goal attainable appeared, therefore,
t o be one of making word recordings that would be
neutral (i.e., most adaptable t o all sorts of contexts), and
yet fairly natural (consistent in tempo, smooth in afliculation and not monotonous). It seemed reasonable t o
hope that an impression of normal sentence stress
would be supplied by the listener, much as it is by the
reader of a printed tgxt, largely on the basis of syntax
and word order.
If, however, word order is contradicted by abnormal
stress relationships among the (rearranged) recorded
words, ambiguities or confusions in comprehension result. Hence, in order that the words might be recorded
and stored in the lexicon in their most congenial forms,
the effects of abnormal stress call for an examinallon of
the words in respect t o their overall frequency in written
English, as well as in respect t o their most Fr
grammatical and phonological environments
tic functions.
A statistical study of English
begun w i t h a scrutiny of t h e Be
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and Lorge (59) lists of syllable and word frequencies. A
list of about 7000 of the most "iequently used words
was drawn up for the lWRM vocabulary. The grammatical usages possible for each word were listed. The
results of this study were both enlightening and, in a
way, discouraging: The diverse grammatical functions,
especially for the most frequent English words, make
obvious the difficulties to be overcome In the conversion
of print to speech by machine. Thereupon, a grammatical investigation of a number of randomly selected texts
(portions of novels, newspapers, magazines, and personal letters) was made with the intention of learning
which part-of-speech sequences (syntactic structures)
most often occurred.
It was found that the prepositional phrases occur with
overwhelming frequency in texts of all sorts. The first
words of prepositional phrases are words of absolutely
greatest frequency-a preposition (e.g., of, in, with, by
and to) is most often followed by an article (of which
only three exist in English: the, a, and an)-words usually spoken with a very low stress. A prepositional
phrase ends in a noun (as do sentences, in most cases).
Nouns receive relatively high stress; also, nouns terminating prepositional phrases (or sentences) are either
potentially or actually prepausal, and so usually exhibit a
falling pitch contour and declining loudness.
Based on such observations, "'prescriptions" were
evolved for the manner in which the vocabulary for
compiled speech should be spoken.e Fundamentally,
the rules relied on (i)the probability that a given part of
speech would occur in a certain grammatical context,
and (ii) the probability that a given part of speech plays
a patterned role in intonation. By referring to acoustic
and perceptual analyses of real speech, along with reference to the experimental sentences in compiled speech,
it became possible to describe objective intonational
data in terms that a talker could use in subjectively
monitoring his own speech when producing the huge
lists of words required for the compiled speech lexicon.
After a number of try-outs for the role of talker, a male
graduate student in linguistics was chosen to perform
the difficult task. Working part-time weekdays for about
I 3 months, he recorded the nearly 7200 lexical items
(in one-hour sessions), following the very exacting instructions for speaking the words. (These had been
grouped in a long series of scripts by the initial sound
of words, by number of syllables, and by part of
speech.) Nouns were delivered at normal pitch, with
falling intonation, at normal speed and loudness; verbs
at a slightly lower pitch level, faster and less loud than
nouns; (most) adjectives at the pitch of verbs, but with
rising intonation, etc.

eThis way of generating the words for compiled speech probably accounts For the reasonably good results we obtained
with sentences and paragraph-length texts, even at nearly
normal speech rates (see infra). A less optimistic view of
compiled speech was taken by Stowe and Harnpton (57) on
the basis of intelligibility tests of words spoken in isolation at
slow and Fast rates bur without special attention to the manner ("prescription") of their production.

The talker-a diligent, talented, and tireless speakermanaged to comply with these prescriptions. When his
job was completed, thousands of word recordings had
been collected that were deemed compatible in pitch,
loudness, and length. A small team of assistants kept
pace with the daily recordings. One person edited each
hour-long tape to isolate the words; another one or two
people manufactured Language Master cards that carried the individual words as separate spoken items;
finally, the editor punched a small hole fore and aft of
the spoken word on each card. (The holes, plus a photoswitch, were used to control another recorder that
was specially modified for s t a ~ - s t o poperation.) In all,
about 1.3 miles of adhesive-backed magne"rc tape was
edited, cut apart, and mounted on the (homemade) Language Master cards. Thus, the lexicon was gradually
assembled.
We now backtrack slightly to the period just preceding the above recording operation, to mention two matters of importance to the structure of the vocabularymissing words and helpful suffixes.
Missing Words posed a problem, no matter how large
the recorded lexicon, since some words that had not
been included in the storage would inevitably occur. In
the originally proposed lexicon (6000 words) it had
been estimated that some 5 percent of the words in an
ongoing text would be missing. The practical solution
for that problem was t o add the spoken letters of the
alphabet to the lexicon, so that spelling aloud would
replace the missing vocabulary item. Although each of
the 26 letters of the alphabet was spoken rapidly (and
very carefully) prior to storage, each one was'unavoidably one whole syllable long (and w was even longer).
This meant that the overall word rate of a sentence
declined considerably when even one word had to be
spelled. Moreover, words requiring spell-outs were
longer, on the average, than the (high-frequency) words
that constituted the recorded vocabulary-resulting
in
greatly reduced word rates in any sentence that needed
several spelled words. Still another negative feature of
the spelling procedure was the fact that the missing
words were the least predictable ones in the sentences,
and therefore caused comprehension problems for the
listener. Worst of all, listeners found it irksome and hard
to shift quickly from the medium of speech to "re
medium of spelling.
Helpful Suffixes, on the other hand, provided a way
to increase the effective size of the lexicon very substantially, simp19 by adding a few extremely frequent
(spoken) suffixes:
[sl as in hats or writes
[z) as in heads or rides
[rz] as in roses or rises

[I?] as in heading or writing
[ t l as in looked
[rd] as in wanted

Thus, for example, a word stored only as a singular
noun could easily be generated in its plural form (e.g.,
be
or, a regular
verb i n the lexicon
hainflected (e.g., rook + s; look + t) by adding the approprithe base of the word. (Rules were written
ate sound
for analyzing the word into base and suffix.) In turn, this
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study led to the writing of preliminary rules for converting spelling to sound. These rules worked for most of
the vocabulary, with the exeception of only those words
having highly irregular pronunciations. (The general letr-to-sound rules were modified later and wriaen as
les for the automatic pronunciation of surnames.)
During this study, an intriguing fact came to light: It
was found that some very frequent suffixes (such as
-ation) have fixed stress, and tend to ""predict" the stress
shape of the preceding syllables in the words to which
they are attached. This observation was tucked away for
future reference (when automatic lexical stress prediction might be wanted) along with a list of the "'stressstable" suffixes, and of prefixes that might also be used
for stress prediction when suMixes were either nonpredictors or altogether absent from a word.
Early Preparation of Compiled Speech Texts. With a
spoken vocabulary mounwd on some 7 0 0 0 cards, we
were now in a position to generate very many different
sentences and long connected texts. It must be remembered, though, that the generation of compiled sentences in this early part of the project relied on manual
retrieval of the Language Master cards, and manual
transfer of the single word recordings from the ianguage Master machine to the stop-start: re-recording device. Although i t took hours to compile a thousand
words of text, a large variety of literature was duly
sampled. Selections frorn, for example, Befirand Russell's writings, recent novels, obscure Russian novels,
the news and sports page of the NY Times, random
sections of Tirne Magazine, and personal letters were
converted to compiled speech-and
subsequently appraised by a variety of listeners, ranging from the
Laboratories' staff to visiting scholars (some of whom
were blind).
The listeners3onsensus was that compiled speech
was generally intelligible. The voice was pleasant, but
the delivery was often a bit dull, partly because the
word rate was on the slow side (about 120 words per
minute, if no spelling occurred in the selection; much
slower when words had to be spelled). And spelled
words interfered drastically with comprehension. There
was also, of course, a certain choppiness in the delivery
-unavoidable
when "'canned'" words were abutted to
build sentences. This confirmed our belief that a really
satisfactory reading machine for the blind would have to
deliver speech that was truly continuous. Also, naturalistic intonation is a sine qua non of continuous speech,
whereas compiled speech was, at best, a mild caricature
of normal delivery.
Word Duration and Speech Rhythm. Neve@heless,
despite obvious shoficomings, compiled speech continued to be studied and it proved to be instructive in a
number of ways. One very obvious problem concerned
word duration and speech rhythm; clearly, they were
interrelated, and both were deficient in the compiled
speech. The problem was a challenging one because
duration is affected by numerous factors which, if better
understood, could lead to the writing of better rhythmic
rules for speech at a variety of rates-and also because
speech rate is a prime concern of blind people who

must do their reading by listening.
A series of studies on segment, syllable, word, and
phrase duration in continuous speech was undertaken at
about this point and led to a paper entitled "The Elastic
Word" (30). Aside from illustrating the durational flexibility of various linguistic units, that paper also demonstrated that native speakers of English closely share
durational patterns in their speech, a fact that underscored the need for very carefully specified rules for
duration in synthetic speech (and other modes of output). This requirement may be seen in retrospect to have
foreshadowed the early obsolescence of speech compiled from the durationally inflexible vocabulary of the
IWRM.
An Interim Word Reading Machine
It was clear frorn the beginning of the program that
some kind of machine would be needed to produce long
recordings of compiled speech, i.e., to perform automatically the equivalent of many thousands of tape splicings.
The overall design was fairly sirnple and straightforward:
the device used Teletypesetter (PTS) tapes as input and
accumulated voice recordings, word by word, as its
output; it had to have a sizeable dictionary so that only
a few words would need to be spelled; also, i t had to
operate automatically, reliably, and with a minimum of
supervision. Actually, quite a number of design considerations were involved in blending these requirements into
a single machine.
The lnterim Word Reading Machine was an interim
device only in the sense that it bypassed such major
engineering problems as character recognition and realtime access to a large memory. Teletypesetter tapes
(available to us from Time Magazine), provided a large
amount of input material that would otherwise have had
to come from character-recognition equipment. The
need for fast access to a large memory was also evaded
because the stored recordings were not read out immediately (as they would have been in a real-time device), but were transferred to a start/stop recorder that
could wait as long as necessary for the next word to be
found. The quality of the output speech vvas not affected
by these compromises; the only penalty vvas speed,
since the lWRM required hours "r geenrate a speech
recording that lasted only minutes.
Operation of the lnterim Word-Reading Machine.
The operation of the device is illustrated in Figure 9. A
word from the TTS input tape is read into the Decoding
unit, where each character is interpreted and either
rejected (as relevant only to typecasting) or accepted
and stored as a digital code. A search of the Dictionary
tape can now proceed. The identity of the first letter of
the stored word is used by the System Control unit to
select just one of the 14 available pairs of tracks on the
Dictionary tape. One track of this pair contains the
digital addresses of words that begin with the same
letter as the target word; the other track contains VOICB
recordings of the corresponding words. The search praceeds at high speed, with the digital addresses from the
dictionary tape being compared, bit by bit, wrth %ha
target address stored in the shiR register of the Scan

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF
WORD-READING DEVICE

Word Accumulator

OUTPUT :
Mag. tape with real
speech at normal
reading rate
FIGURE 9
Operation of the Interim Word Reading Machine, showing functions performed by the component units and (separate) paths
for data and instructions.

ner-Comparator unit. Synchronization is checked (or
reestablished) by clock and framing pulses from a clock
track.
An exact match between the two addresses means
that the desired word has been found. Accordingly, the
transport of the Dictionary tape is shifted abruptly from
fast forward to slow reverse in order to transcribe the
voice recording onto the quarter-inch tape of the Word
Accumulator, with due attention to the duration appropriate for the audio version of the word. It now remains
only to return the Dictionary tape to its home position at
the middle of the tape and to initiate the reading of the
next text word from the TTS tape. In practice, the entire
cycle required, on the average, about 1 0 seconds to
yield about one-third of a second of speech: i.e., the
IWRM operated at about one-thirtieth of real time.

The Need t o Spell: Specialized Vocabularies. What
happens if an exact lr~atchis not found? Since the
words on each track of the Dictionary tape are ordered

by word length, the search for a word that is, say, five
Ietters long need proceed no further than the first word
that has six Ietters. Moreover, search time is further
reduced because the words that are used most frequently, usually the shorter words, are examined first.
Failure to find the target word means, in the simplest
case, that each letter must be sounded out. An alternative is possible, one that would certainly be needed in a
full-scale word-reading machine: Failure to match the
address in the main Dictionary tape would initiate a
second search in a track pair reserved for specialized
vocabularies. It was planned that the lWRM would test
the usefulness of this procedure.
The vocabulary of 6,000 words-later
increased to
7,200-was
chosen as a design compromise among
several factors: complexity of the tape-handling equipment, cost of recording the Dictionary tape, and
adequacy of the vocabulary as indicated by the frequency with which missing words would have to be
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spelled. Some idea of the trading relation between
vocabulary size and frequency of spelling can be had
from these rather rough estimates: 5 0 percent spelling
rate for a vocabulary of 100 words; 25 percent for
1,000; 10 percent for 3,000; 5 percent for 6,000; 1
percent for 15 to 20,000 words. (The number of different words in Webster's Collegiate Dictionary is about
60,000; more than 600,000 are claimed for Webster's
New International Dictionary.) Thus, we expected that
the lWRM would have to spell about one word in each
twenty words of running text.
Instrumentation. The design of the lWRM was fairly
conventional. A Friden paper tape reader was used to
transmit the TTS characters directly to a relay decoding
tree and transistorized shift register for temporary storage. The tape-transporl mechanisms for both the Dictionary and the Word Accumulator were fast start-stop
units that moved their tapes from bin to bin. The inchwide Dictionary tape was searched for digital addresses
at 6 0 inches per second, and its audio recording was
read out and copied at 3.75 inches per second.
The Scanner-Comparator unit proved t o be by far the
most complex and expensive part of the entire reading
machine. The circuit complexity was due in part to the
dual requirement that the Scanner-Comparator serve in
recording the tape initially, as well as later in finding
and playing back the dictionary entries. The construction of circuitry of this kind would today be considered
fairly trivial; indeed, the entire operation would probably
be relegated to a microprocessor. But when the lWRM
was built, the commercial modules typical of second
generation computers were not yet available, and we
had to build our own printed circuit cards (including
even etching the cards). Likewise, both of the tapetransport mechanisms had to be built in the Laborat*
ries' own shop.
Since the functions t o be performed by the System
Control unit depended on the detailed structure and
function of all the other units, its design .was deferred
until those other units were built. In fact, the design was
eventually executed in soFhrvare for a small computer.
By mid-1958, the design constraints for the above
components had been determined, and by mid-2 959, all
of the design and about two-thirds of the construction
had been carried to completion. However, the fixed-price
contract funds were exhausted by this time and, although the Laboratories eventually carried the development to completion at their own expense, progress was
slow after mid-1959.
Demonstration of an Operating System. A functionally complete and operating system was demonstrated
to the VA in December, 1965. The lWRM searched for
the words of a sentence in a small trial dictionary, found
the words, and assembled the recordings into a connected sentence on a word accumulator. The speech
quality was acceptable. However, the lWRM was not
then in deliverable form as a completed device, nor did
the Dictionary tape contain the full 7200-word vocabulary (then on Language Master cards).
A decision to terminate the project at this point was
made on the basis of a number of considerations: the

most cogent were that the system was already technically obso1e"r and that the substantial amount of additional work needed to put it in final form and t o record
the dictionary tape would be largely wasted, since the
same resul"rould be obtained by computer simulation
of the system (as, indeed, it was).
Compiled Speech by Computer Simulation of a
Word Reading Machine. By 7 969, the lWRM had been
simulated on a medium sized computer. Some hardware
peripherals had to be designed and built for this work,
in paflicular a pulse code modulation (PCM) system for
converling the .analog speech wave into digital form;
however, most of the effort went into programming the
various operations. The system described below was
largely created by one of the authors" colleagues, Dr.
George Sholes.
With the 7200-word dictionary recorded on conventional digital magnetic tape, the process of generating a
passage of compiled speech from a punched paper tape
input is as follows: the punched paper tape (corresponding to about one typewritten page of text) is read into
the computer and each word is assigned a number
corresponding to its serial position in the text. Next, the
digital magnetic tape is searched from beginning to end
to find '"matches"' between words stored on it and
words of the input text. Each record on the dictionary
tape consists of a brief heading that contains the spelling of the word, followed by a much longer section that
contains the digital version of the spoken word. The
heading is compared with every word in the input text
while the audio part of the record is being stored in
core memory. If no match is found, then the dictionary
tape continues to run and the next audio record is
written over the last one; when a match is found, the
audio part of the record is rewritten onto a disk file, in
a sector numbered to correspond with the serial number
of the word from the text ((Since this same word might
appear severai times in the text, the search is carried to
the end of the text and the audio part is wriaen into
corresponding sectors for all other instances of the
word.) Then the search of the dictionary is resumed.
In this way, the disk file comes to conain the audio
counterpart of each text word in text order, except for
those words of the text which were not matched by the
dictionary tape. Such words are given a distinctive code
and their spelling is entered into the disk file so the
word can be spelled at the proper time (from letter
recordings also contained in the disk file.) The final
operation is to read the disk file serially and regenerate
(and record) the speech using the PCM output system.
Paragraph-length texts were produced, using the digrtal word dictionary and punched paper tape i n p u u o r
the text. Speech quality was exactly comparable with
that obtained by manual methods, except that rt was
free from the clicks between words that had sometimes
marred the earlier recordings. In short, the tWRM then
exiswed in computer-simulated form, and operated a m
cessfully.
Summary and Conclusions. The arigrnsl
concepts for t h e hardware IWRM
sound and were in fact realized,
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later date than had been planned and under circumstances that made it seem wise to terminate construction of the device at the stage of a demonstrated working system.
In retrospect, several factors contributed to this final
outcome; perhaps the principal one was a failure to
appreciate fully the complexity of the device. This led to
negotiated funding under a fixed-price contract that was
about half as much as was actually needed. The consequent lack of funds slowed the work. External events
also played a hand. The period from 1957 to 1962 was
one of extremely rapid technological advances, away
from vacuum tube circuits to solid state electronics and
to the development of cheap modular circuits for handling digital information. Thus, in June 1958 when the
Scanner-Cornparamor unit was being designed, one could
not have bought suitable printed circuit cards except at
prohibitive prices; yet by the time the unit was built and
working on the bench, modules were so plentiful and so
inexpensive that it seemed foolish ever to have fabricated them at the Laboratories. Finally, computer methods were becoming so inexpensive and were so superior in flexibility that one would not then have considered building a hardware device. Indeed, the objectives
of the contract were soon met completely by computer
simulation, as the foregoing section relates,
The Evolution of Speech Synthesized by Rule
We knew, when the Laboratories program of research
for the VA began in 1957, how to get reasonably intelligible speech from the Pattern Playback even when we
did not have a real spectrogram to copy. We called this
"synthesis-by-an'"ecause
it depended on long
familiarity with painting the patterns that had been used
in the search for the acoustic cues. Would it be possible
to write down recipes, or rules, that would enable someone who lacked that experience to paint equally good
patterns? What ir~ouldbe the underlying structure of
such rules? And was enough known about the cues, in
a reasonably quantitative way, to make the rule writing
possible? These were the problems that faced Dr.
Frances lngernann when she joined the program late in
1956 to apply her linguistic skills to this task.
The central problem was one of units-how big should
they be? Clearly, words were too big and there were too
many of them. Words served well for compiled speech,
but only because a hurnan speaker knew how to generate large numbers of them. But for synthesis, one would
need to have long and complicated rules for each word,
hence thousands of such sets of rules for a usable
dictionary.
Syllables would seem a better choice, or even halfsyllables (formed by cutting at the middle of the vowel).
Most of the work on cues had, in fact, been done with
either CV or VC syllables; moreover, no more than a few
hundred half-syllables would be needed for a rather
good approximation to normal English.
The phoneme was another possible choice and,
though much work had been done with syllables in
searching for the acoustic cues, we had interpreted our
findings as cues for the phonemes (with the tacit understanding that these phonemes were not to be found as

separate and independent parts of the speech signal).
Phonemes had the advantage that there were only about
4 0 of them for English, so the number of rules would be
manageable. However, the cue description of a given
phoneme was different for each different neighboring
phoneme with which it might be paired, and this would
require either very complicated rules for the individual
phonemes or a second set of rules to deal with interrelationships. While this was not as simple a situation as
one might desire-and there are other complications not
yet mentioned-it seemed the most promising approach
available and it made direct use of the research findings
about cues. Cerlainly, that research had shown how
futile it was to trea"ispeech as if the underlying units
could be shuffled around as moveable type is in printing.
Dr. Ingemann did find, though, that a phoneme-based
rule system could be very considerably simplified by
taking account of the subphonemic dimensions (features) according to which phonemes organize themselves into groups such as the stop consonants (according to manner of production) or the bilabial consonants
(according to the place of production). Perhaps the best
way to see the structure of the rules is to consider an
example. Figure 10 shows the kinds of rules needed to
synthesize the word "1abs'"synthesize
in the sense of
creating a pattern for the Playback according to precise
and explicit instructions. The two dimensional structure
of the rules is clear from the upper half of the figure;
thus, for each of the four phenomes there is a set of
conditions (reading down the columns) that need to be
realized simultaneously. Likewise for each of the four
rows, the interrelations among neighbors are specified
(implicitly) in terms of the formant loci.f The labels on
the rows-manner, place, voice, and position-are familiar subdimensions from articulatory phonetics, and it is
the decomposition of the rules t h a o u y s simplicity for
the sys-m. Thus, the specific phoneme specified by a
column is the only common member of the various
groups of phones for which manner, place, and voicing
rules have been given. The actual rules for, say, manner
of production are written for whole classes of phones
and so there are only as many such rules as there are
classes-not individual phonemes. The same is true for
place, voicing, and position rules. Even though several
rules must be used, the total number of rules can be
substantially.less than the number of phonemes.
At the end of 1957, Frances lngernann had, in fact,
written a recipe book for speech synthesis by rule
(SSBR) which incorporated all that we then knew about
the acoustic cues. It was sufficiently explicit for the
synthesis rules to be used by anyone, and the resulting
speech was, for the most part, fully intelligible, though
woodenly machinelike. She presented a demonstration
recording to a meeting of the Acoustical Society of

'Thus, in proceeding from consonant to vowel, the locus specifies that formants should begin at frequencies characteristic
of that consonant, and then proceed within a specified time to
the formant frequencies characteristic of the vowel. This defines the "'transition" between the two phonemes.
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America (33) and later co-authored the definitive paper
In the field, "Minimal Rules for Synthesizing Speech",
that was read (by invitation) before the Acoustical Society of America by Alvin Liberman (4 l ) .
The Search for Naturalness. The initial success in
formulating rules that would generate intelligible sentences from strings of phonemes had come quickly and
easily, in part because it exploited almost a decade of
background research. But revising the rules to make that
speech sound reasonably natural, and a little more intelligible, was a slow and discouraging task, and it was
nearly another decade before synthetic speech by rule
showed much promise as an output for reading machines.
The difficulties were of several kinds: lack of knowledge, lack even of a clear definition of the problem, and
lack of instruments that were adequate to the task. In
the earlier work on cues for the sounds of speech, there
were clear criteria for knowing when a significant variable was being manipulated and when an answer had
been found. This was not true for naturalness and there
was no real understanding of the relationship between
acoustic variables and speech quality. It was not even
clear how much of the blame for poor quality was
~nherentin the hardware synthesizers then being used
and how much was due to the signals that controlled
them. We knew, of course, that the Pattern Playback
had a number of limitations that might well affect naturalness; the most obvious was the total lack of pitch
modulation. There were other synthesizers of the formant-generator type that could manipulate voice pitch
and they made very nice vowels, but they did not generate natural sounding speech. It was, therefore, a real
milestone when John Molmes succeeded, after several
months work, in synthesizing a single sentence that was
literally indistinguishable from the voice recording with
which he had started-thus proving that poor speech
quality should not be blamed on the hardware.
Although limitations of knowledge and equipment
were genuine difficulties, some of the faults of the
speech synthesized by the original set of rules were so
obvious that there was little doubt about what should be
done to correct them. For one thing, "Ce timing was all
wrong, since all syllables were about the same length
and gave the impression that the speech had been set
to a metronome. This led us, and others, to study the
relative durations in natural speech in order to write
rules that would give our synthetic speech a more natural rhythm. Even with the Pattern Playback, it was quite
possible by modulating vowel durations to make the
stresses fall on the right words. It was less easy, but still
possible, to write rules that would do this on the basis
of the phonetic structure of the sentence (and the punctuation of the written text).
A related problem was how to synthesize unstressed
syllables in such a way that they would be unobtrusive
and yet not lose all character. This led to further work
on the shifts in vowel formant frequencies that are a
part of destressing.
Intonation was of course another aspect of the synthetic speech which could enhance-or
destroy-its

naturalness. A good deal was known, in a descriptive
way, about changes in voice pitch during ongoing
speech, but it was difficult to sort out the changes that
were being used to signal stress from those that were
linked to the syntax. Without this information, it was
difficult to do much about rules for intonation, though it
was quite clear that wrong intonation was a serious
defect. Our work in this area depended initially on a
much the
synthesizer that used painted patterns-in
same way as the Pattern Playback did-to control the
output half of a vocoder, and thereby gain control over
the pitch as well as the spectrum of the synthetic
speech.
The Computer: A M e w Tool for Synthesis By Rule.
Some progress was being made in our laboratory and
elsewhere in dealing with these problems of naturalness
but the pace was slow, in part because experimentation
with hardware synthesizers was cumbersome. The situation began to change as computers became available.
The rules for synthesis, once programmed, could then
be used to generate many trial texts and so quickly
show where difficulties might lie. The Bell Telephone
Laboratories took the lead in this development and, in
1 9 6 1, Kelly and Gerstman described and demonstrated
"An Artificial Talker Driven from a Phonetic Input" at a
meeting of the Acoustical Society of America (36). This
was a tour de force combination of computing skills that
were then being developed at BTL with the knowledge
about acoustic cues that Gerstman had gained from his
participation in the research at Haskins Laboratories. In
1964 Molmes, Mattingly, and Shearme at the Joint
Speech Research Unit (JSRU) in England developed a
mechanized system for generating synthetic speech by
rule (3 1). By 1966, Maskins Laboratories had acquired
its own computing facility and had built a computercontrolled formant synthesizer. Also in 1966, lgnatius
Mattingly joined the Haskins staff and undertook (as a
thesis project) to program this equipment to generate
spoken American English by rule. He was in a position
to draw on his earlier work at JSRU as well as the work
at Waskins Laboratories, and by 1968 he had completed
his thesis project (43).
It is interesting to note how dramatic was the change
that computer facilities made possible. The following
quotation is from a conference report that one of the
authors of this paper gave on "High-Performance Reading Machines for the Blind" at St. Dunstan's, London, in
June 1966 (58). In commenting on the merits and limitations of synthetic speech (which then seemed less
promising than some form of compiled speech), the
paper concludes, "Thus, synthetic speech as a means of
realizing a reading machine poses a very real dilemma:
it is potentially a simple method, but an "iffy" one-it
will work if a simple letter recognizer can be built, if
special circuitry can be designed for implementing the
rules, and if the listener will be satisfied with bizarre
pronunciations and less than perfect intelligibility."
By 1968 pessimism about the prospects for using
synthetic speech in a reading machine had changed to
optimism, largely on the basis of Mattingly's sl~ccessful
undertaking. True, there was much yet to be done and
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i t was still not clear whether a reading service for the
blind, if it were to be established within the next few
years, should use compiled speech or the new synthetic
speech. Definitive tests with potential users had still to
be made. But it was clear that synthetic speech must be
given serious consideration.
Mattingly's SSBR program used, as input, sequences
of phonetically-spelled words interspersed with stress
and juncture symbols. Three levels of stress were recognized (high stress, mid stress, and no stress); they were
reproduced in the output speech as increases in syllable
pitch, loudness and duration. The juncture symbols that
marked phrase boundaries indicated the pitch contours
that the computer should use in synthesizing that
phrase. A group of acoustic-phone"rc rules, expressed in
tabular form and capable of alteration by an experienced user, were responsible for carrying out a conversion of the input string into a set of 15 synthesis
control parameters. The rules specified the trajectories
that the control parameters should take to produce consonants and vowels and, in addition, the overlapping
effects produced by coarticulation in fluent speech.
These control parameters dynamically manipulated the
formant-type speech synthesizer. In addition, Mattingly
developed an executive program that made it relatively
easy to revise and/or supplement the rules.
Abandonment of Speechlike Output and Re-Formed
Speech
We were not alone in clinging to the hope that it
would be possible to bypass the very considerable technical problems in making a high-performance reading
machine based on letter recognition and the use of
spoken English. How much simpler i t would be if only
the device could find, in the shapes of letters, enough
information to generate acceptable sounds! We were
convinced that these sounds had to be "speechlike" in
the sense that they could be pronounced easily by a
speaker of English, though the result might well be a
jabberwocky language. Our early experiments with one
such language, WUMZl, had convinced us that it could
be learned fairly easily.
The hidden difficulty, and the one that eventually led
us to abandon the whole idea, seems simple in retrospect. If one considers that very many commonly used
words differ from each other by only a single letter, then
it is clear that the shapes of these words will not differ
very much either. Hence, one would need quite detailed
information about shape features-almost as many bits
of information as would be required for complete recognition of the letters. To be sure, some bits could be
saved by using a limited inventory of phonemes in synthesizing the artificial language and one might take advantage of regularities in the way words are constructed; even so, a rough calculation suggests that one
could expect no more than a 20-25 percent reduction
in the information that would have to be extracted from
the word shapes.
Re-Formed speech, essentially a hybrid between compiled and synthetic speech, was a child of the midsixties-when the compiled speech seemed feasible but
not very good and synthetic speech promised to be

fairly good but seemed not very feasible. The main
difficulty with compiled speech was that the voicerecorded words were not flexible,.as they needed to be
to fit gracefully into sentences. The trouble with synthetic speech was that too mDch remained to be learned
about how to build a speech signal from the ground up.
However, we did know, from work on bandwidth compression devices, how to analyze spoken speech into the
formant tracks that correspond roughly to paintings for
the Pattern Playback. So wby not store these formant
tracks (from spoken words) instead of storing waveforms? We could then compile these control parameters
for the words into sentences and generate ongoing
speech with a formant-type synthesizer. All of the component steps were known to work, at least reasonably
well, and there were advantages: most importantly, the
stress and intonation of the individual words could be
manipulated to make them fit the requirements of the
sentence; also, the control signals could be stored much
more compactly than the waveforms (by a ratio of about
1 to 20), and this would permit digital storage and ready
adaptability to computer control of the entire process.
Actually, we did quite a little work on this kind of
speech, and generated just enough of it to demonstrate
that the process would work and that the speech would
be fairly good. But the breakthrough on synthetic
speech came at about this time, so work on the compromise method was dropped. In retrospect, this was almost certainly the correct decision, though there are
limited applications for which synthesis from stored control signals has real utility (54).
Comparison of Compiled Speech and Speech Synthesized by Rule
By the time Haskins Laboratories had completed its
move from New York to New Haven (mid-1970), the
output options for a reading maching had been reduced
to compiled speech and speech synthesized by rule. We
knew how to generate both, but it was not clear which
would be the better choice. Comparative trials of cornpiled speech and speech synthesized by rule were run,
using tape recordings of various texts. The twofold purpose of the proposed tests was to learn more about
blind persons' expectations concerning reading rates,
subject materials, voice quality of the machine speech,
overall tolerance of the two types of audible outputand whatever else might be important to them. Conveniently, and very cooperatively, Mr. George Gillispie, Mr.
William I<ingsley, and their associates at the VA Eastern
Blind Rehabilitation Center in West Haven, Connecticut,
agreed to seek out volunteers among the blind veterans
at their facility to serve as listeners in these field trials
For reasons of simplicity, the tests were run at the VA
Center. A total of 1 1 subjects participated-all male and
most of them in their twenties. There were eight hourlong tests of 27 different texts, each presented to 8
minimum of two listeners and some to as
The conditions were somewhat informal;
place in any available room with a n y a
teers (although the subjecjts were usual1
avoid conflict with the CenterCs
investigator began each session wi
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to the reading machine research and stressed to the
listeners ",a"Ehere were no right or wrong answers;
that, in fact, no answers as such were needed-only
candid comments on anything about the tapes that they
cared to mention. It was made clear that the purpose of
the tests was to improve the reading machine output. All
the subjects took the task very seriously.
Several variables were manipulated in presenting the
tapes:
1. Form of machine speech (compiled or synthetic);
2. Speech rate (ten rates within a 7 0 to 225 word per
minu& range were used.);
3. Rate manipulation (by simple speed up or by Timecompressed Speech. The Compiled Speech texts
were processed by the Center for Rate Controlled
Recordings, University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky, where they were time-compressed by 60, 65,
70, and 75 percent.);
4. Text (author and topic, i.e., Dickens, Oliver Twist;
Steinbeck, Travels with Charley; Pierce, Waves and
Messages; sports articles from newspapers; several
Saroyan stories.); and
5. Amount of spelling (applicable to compiled speech
only).

At the end of each session, the reactions of the blind
listeners were collected and summarized. For Compiled
Speech, the preferred rates varied with the topic and
the author's style. Also, certain topics involved more
spelled words than others. (Spelling was deplored by all
listeners.) VVhen the speech was time compressed, the
preferred rates were in the 159-1 75 words-per-minute
range ji.e., normal speaking rates). However, monologues and dialogues were not enjoyed in this form of
speech. The length of speech sample had an effect on
the acceptability of the output; for example, half a minute was inadequate for an evaluation (if the topic of the
text was unknown and if the tape was begun at a
random location in the text), but a minimum of one
minute seemed to be sufficient to make an appraisal if
the rate was within a reasonable range. The overall
evaluation of Compiled Speech was that it was acceptable at some rates in either time-compressed or capstanspeeded form-but was not enjoyable. Spelling was its
worst feature. The temporal irregularities*were annoying.
Listeners doubted that such speech could be tolerated
(with or without spelling) over extended periods.
Synthetic Speech (in which no spellings appeared)
was quite easily understood with exposures as brief as
half a minute and at rates ranging from about 135 to
225 words per minute-that is, from slow to fast speaking rates. Listeners' comments dealt chiefly with the
subject matter of the texts, indicating that intelligibility
and prosody were acceptable, or at least not distracting.
The one aspect that was faulted was what the listeners
called its "'accent."
Comparisons of these early appraisals of Compiled
Speech vs. Synthetic Speech indicated, therefore, that
Compiled Speech was effectively rejected and Synthetic
Speech was quite enthusiastically accepted.

The Evaluation of Speech Synthesized by Rule
Prospects for Reading Machine Applications. This
phase of the Laboratoriesheading machine research
began in 1970 when the results of comparative tests of
compiled speech and speech synthesized by rule from a
phonetic input showed the latter to be clearly superior.
As has been noted earlier, the main objective of the
Laboratories' research program was limited to the development of an acoustic output that would be suitable for
use in a reading machine for the blind. The results
obtained with SSBR in listening tests had made it clear
that this goal was very close at hand. Moreover, in
conjunction with research aimed at improving the overall performance of the synthesis method, i t w a s apparent "rat some effort should now be made to obtain
equipment and to prepare software to produce phonetic
texts for speech synthesis by rule (SSBR) input directly
from the printed page. Not only would such equipment
and software be needed in any complete reading machine, but user acceptance tests would almost certainly
require quantities of "spoken texts" that could only be
generated by a fully automated system.
Thirteen years earlier, at the outset of the VA program,
although optical character recognition had been in its
infancy i t seemed safe to assume that commercial needs
for OCR equipment would soon multiply and ensure the
rapid development of low-cost multifont optical readers.
However, by 1970 it had become apparent that the OCR
developments, still essential to the success of reading
machines, had not proceeded at the pace expected.
While in part this delay may have been due to an
underestimation of the difficulty of developing an economically viable multifont print recognizer, it was also in
large part due to the unanticipated direction that the
cornmerciai demand for character recognition equipmen"rad taken. Over the preceding decade, the need
for very fast and accurate numeral-recognition systems
designed to read magnetic or optical characters-usually printed but sometimes handwritten-had continued
to grow at a rapid pace spurred by demand from the
banking and credit card industries. In the broader commercial sector, the development of automated stock and
inventory control syskems tended to call for the automatic recognition of a larger set of printed characters
including alphabetics. However, a pervasive difficulty of
all these applications is that accuracy must be maintained for the enlarged character set in environments
that typically produce poor print quality and crumpled
documents. As a practical compromise, special typefaces were designed specifically to make it possible for
OCR machines to function with typewritten materials
composed and handled in offices and warehouses. Machines designed to recognize these special typefaces
cost in the region of $50,000 and were unable to
function satisfactorily on the wide variety of fonts found
in newspapers and books. On the fringes of the OCR
industry in the early 70's there were, however, a few
multifont readers that had been designed and built for
military intelligence and other specialized applications in
the publishing and information retrieval fields. These
more-versatile machines all shared the trait of being
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about an order of magnitude higher in cost (probably
because the development costs were high, electronic
components cost more than they do today, and small
market demand did not allow these costs to be spread
over a large number of units).
Therefore OCR equipment with the versatility needed
for application in a reading machine did exist but was
not really available. Meanwhile, yet another problem lay
in the path between the printed page and the generation of a speech output-finding a suitable algorithm for
converting the printed alphabet into phonetic symbols.
Here the problem had either a simple solution that imposed practical limits on the size of "re vocabulary, or a
more complicated and, at "re time, unproven solution
which promised fewer restrictions on vocabulary size.
The former solution was represented by the straightforward dictionary look-up procedure which, for an unrestrained selection of text, would require that the phonetic equivalents of some 500,000 words be stored.
The latter solution was represented by a procedure that
derives the phonetic form of any English word by
analytical means. Work on such an algorithm was underway at MlT by a group headed by Jonathan Allen. This
effort led eventually to a complete (computer-based)
text-to-speech system called MITalk (4,s). The Alien
method involved the decomposition of words into affixes, prefixes, and root forms, then finding their phonetic equivalents and assembling the phonetic spelling.
Less storage space seemed likely to be required, despite
the need to store the root forms and an exception list.
Estimates were that the roughly 20,000 items that had
to be stored could be used to generate an English
vocabulary many times that size.
Considering the state of development of both OCR
equipment and orthographic-to-phonetic conversion
capabilities, there appeared in 1970 to be clear grounds
for optimism about the practical nature of the task of
building a reading machine. But it was also clear that
the building of a reading machine would be expensive
(at least initially) and that it would be bulky-particularly
in view of the fact t h a n h e MlT work was at that time
unfinished and that letter-to-phoneme recoding by direct
dictionary look-up appeared to be the better choice for
a prototype machine. Thus, our assessment of the situation during this period led us to the conclusion that the
first reading machine would probably be installed either
in a VA hospital, on a college campus, or in a large
library associated with a dense population center where
the level of demand would justify the costs of the equipment and its operation.
Initial S t u d i e s of S S B R Performance. With the issue
of whether a reading machine could be built no longer
in much dispuw, the question of whether it would meet
the human factors requirements began to dominate.
Speech synthesized by rule had been shown (in short
passages) to be sufficiently like natural speech to be
understood even by groups of naive listeners. Moreover,
improved with a litde
it was known that
listening practice. But exactly how intelligible was the
synthetic speech when compared with natural speech?
Would listeners tolerate the imperfections of synthetic

speech when they were obliged to listen to long passages and recall the content? These were questions that
clearly needed to be asked in order to evaluate whether
the construction of a pilot reading machine center
based on an urban college campus or library could be
economically justified. The group at Waskins Laboratories, therefore, turned its attention to a study of the
man-machine interface.
An exploratory study of the speech-acceptabilh issue
was carried out with the help of blind students at the
University of Connecticut. Ten recorded passages totaling 2.5 hours pf listening time were drawn from text
books in psychology and psychiatry as well as works of
ancient and modern literature. The style of these texts
ranged from simple prose to more elaborate syntactic
constructions demanding the use of memory for embedded clauses, and requiring analytical thought to extract
the content. After listening to SSBR recordings of these
passages, "re blind students offered their comments,
which contained broad agreement on five points:

1. The simple prose was intelligible but "re subject
matter of the more complicated material was
difficult to understand;
2. The stress and intonation aspects of the speech
were impressive and helpful;
3. The "nasal" quality of the synthetic speech was
unpleasant;
4. The rate of presentation was too slow,g
5. Long and often unfamiliar polysyllabic words were
recognized with ease, while monosyllables
embedded in sequences of other short words were
among the items that were most often missed.
Thus, our preliminary probe into listener acceptance
pointed to two main areas of concern: (i) The poorer
intelligibiliw of monosyllabic words compared with multisyllabic~,and (ii) the interaction of speech intelligibility
with the complexity of the subject matter being read.
More information was needed aboumhese topics. However, new techniques of inquiry had to be found because the methods of the preliminary study contained
two serious weaknesses. The first was that the data
were wholly subjective. Thus, while "re listeners' commenw clearly indicated that syn"tetic speech was more
difficult to understand than natural speech, they did not
indicate how much more difficult it was, or provide a
quantitative measure of the listeners' performance. Such
figures of merit for synthetic speech compared with
natural speech would also be needed in gauging the
progress made with future improved versions of synthe-

The speak~ngrates var~edfrom 101 to 156 worde!m~ncite
The latter IS within the norm for human speech but the long
silences (2-8 set) between some sentences in these ~ 6 r i ~
record~ncls
- made the overall rate seem slaw These ur*necsa
sary s~ienceswere eitmtnated in later recordlng;rs
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sized speech. The second weakness lay in the volume of
reading matter employed in the study. Owing to the fact
that the test materials had to be typed in phonetic script
by hand, the procedure was sufficiently slow that the
volume of reading matter that could be supplied was too
small to permit an investigation of practice or fatigue
effects.
Development of a Prototype Reading Machine. To
overcome the shorlcornings of these preliminary studies,
we sought to assemble the components 0°F laboratory
prototype reading machine that would produce substantial amounts of synthetic speech more or less automatically. Figure 1 1 provides a diagram of the Laboratories'
text-to-speech prototype processor. An OCR system (purchased with money granted to the Laboratories by The

Seeing Eye, Inc.) served as the primary input stage of
the text processor. This OCA system, manufactured by
the Cognitronics Corporation, read upper-and-lower-case
typescript in an OCR-A typefont that could be generated
on a regular IBM ""golfball" typewriter. Thus, although
special input text was needed, i t could be prepared by
ordinary typists. Moreover, these typists could do their
work at locations remote from the Laboratories and at
rates that were much faster than those achieved by even
the most skillful phonetic typists. In addition, the use of
typewritten texts saved computer time because, unlike
the preparation of phonetic texts, the typing could be
done independently of the computer.
The typed page was then "read" by the OCR device,
giving a sequence of machine-readable alphabetic char-

FIGURE 'I'I
Operation of t h e Prototype Reading Machine. The system was
employed l o generate substantial amounts of speech synthesized by rule for use by students and in evaluation studies.
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acters. These were converted, at stage two of the process, into a sequence of phonetic symbols and stress
marks by direct dictionary lookup, using a phonetic dictionary that was made available to us by the Speech
Communications Research Laboratory, Santa Barbara,
Calif., and installed in the Laboratories' computer by our
colleague, Dr. George Sholes. This dictionary contained
the phonetic kquivalents of more than 150,000 English
words with their syllabic stresses marked according to
the three-level system employed by the SSBR program.
A CRT monitor provided the operator with an opportunity to examine the output of the lookup procedure.
Any, words not found in the dictionary were displayed
on the screen spelled in orthographic form so that the
operator could intervene and supply the missing phonetic equivalents. Following dictionary lookup, a third
stage was responsible for modifying the lexically-defined
stress and inserting intonation marks on the basis of a
system of rules applied to the punctuation of the original typescript. At the fourth stage of the process, the
phonetic string became the input to the SSBR computer
program and was converted into fifteen parallel streams
of digital control signals for the specially built terminal
analogue speech synthesizer that was mentioned earlier.
The speech was recorded on magnetic tape for use in
evaluation trials.
In short, this prototype reading machine would do, in
the laboratory environment, everything that a "real"
reading machine would do in a library environment, with
one exception, namely, that it required typewritten
material as its input. This was a limitation that could
readily have been eliminated, though at rental costs for
a multifont OCR machine which could not be justified
for the experimental use we envisaged, which was to
supply recorded tapes for the blind student subjects at
the University of Connecticut.
Modified Rhyme Test. In parallel with work on a
prototype reading machine, work was started on measuring the intelligibility of synthetic monosyllables (49).
The first experiment employed a version of Fairbanks'
Rhyme Test (21) which is known as the Modified Rhyme
Test, or MRT (32).
The MRT involved the use of 3 0 0 monosyllabic words,
grouped together into batches of six which rhymed with
one another. The test was prepared in both synthetic
and natural speech versions and was administered in
closed form. Listeners were provided with typewritten
lists of the rhyming words, and their task was to listen
to one presented word (selected at random) from each
six-word group shown and to identify it by circling in
pencil the item which most closely resembled the word
that they had heard. Thirty sighted students from the
University of Connecticut were engaged as listeners.
The overall intelligibility scores were found to be 92.5
percent for synthetic speech and 97.3 percent for natural speech-the difference indicating the margin for improvement. The latter figure agreed quite well with data
obtained by other workers on natural speech. Word
wall as the
initial /v/ and final /r/ in particular-as
labial, labiodental, and dental fricatives in any pasitionwere the least intelligible phones.

The MRT was a useful test in that it provided for the
first time a measure of comparative performance for
synthetic speech with respect to an ideal level-natural
speech. However, the test itself proved t o Rave a number of deficiencies that revealed themselves only after
the results had been analyzed. For example, the extrapolation of many of the results to normal English speech is
difficult because of intrinsic limitations of the MRT test
itself: The individual consonants do not appear an equal
number of times, nor in all vowel environments, nor in
an appropriate balance of initial and final positions.
Thus, the infrequent occurren'ce of some phones, combined with the fact that the response data exhibited a
marked learning effect, might have contributed to low
intelligibility scores for those phones. Moreover, the fact
that the words were presented in isolation made the
speech unnatural. Therefore, we sought to devise a new
test in which the phonetic constituents would appear in
varied environments with relative frequencies that were
more similar to those found in English.
Test Results with Nonsense Sentences were obtained from a testing procedure designed to meet the
above objectives. The test obliged the listeners to recall
words placed in sentences that were syntactically normal but meaningless. It was dubbed the Syntactically
Normal Sentence Test (SNST).
The test employed 126 nouns, 6 3 adjectives, and 6 3
past-tense verbs-all
monosyllables selected from the
first 2000 most frequently used words in English (50).
Words from each of these categories were randomly
selected to create 2 0 0 meaningless sentences of the
form "The (adjective) (noun) (verb) the (noun)." These
sentences were recorded in both naturally-spoken and
synthesized speech as groups of 5 0 sentences, with a
10-second interval between the sentences. During this
interval, the 3 2 sighted listeners were required to write
down the sentence they had just heard, using ordinary
English spelling. Because the test was open in form and
the sentences lacked semantic context cues, the task of
transcribing them proved to be considerably more difficult than responding to the MRT, even though the naturally spoken sentences were properly articulated and the
synthetic sentences had coarticulation built into them.
The response errors were analyzed into two main
classes:
1. Phoneme errors, which could be substitutions of
vowels or consonants for other phonemes, (e.g., "fat" for
"sat," "sat" for "sad," etc.); or insertions of one or two
phonemes in an otherwise correctly reported word (e.g.,
"paved" for "paid"); or deletions, which are the omission
of vowels or consonants in otherwise correctly reported
words.
(2.) Word errors, which could be words left unreporled
(i.e., omitted words) and transpositions, or words which
were correctly identified but in the wrong position
within the nonsense sentence. Word location within the
sentence was also examined as a possible factor in the
number of errors made.
We will pass over the detailed results of our anelysrs
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and remark on two general but important observations.
First, the results from "re SSNT demonstrated that the
task of recalling sentences in which the words are coarticuiated (but lack any semantic con"rnt) provides quite
a sensitive test of synthetic speech performance. Second, the lowest number of recall errors on synthetic
speech was made on adjectives (occupying the initial
test word position) whereas the highest number of errors .was made on nouns (those in the second-word
positior?). This error paRern contrasted markedly with
that Found in natural speech where the verb (third test
word position) proved to be the most misreported word.
The reasons for this observation were not discovered by
further analysis of the data, but the errors indicated the
existence of a trading effect between memory load
(known to vary with serial position) and the extra attention (or cognitive effort) needed to identify synthetic
speech sounds.
In summary, a comparison of the results of the MRT
and the SNST showed that the margin of difference
between listening performance far synthe"rc speech and
natural speech increased significantly for the more demanding SNST. The average error rate for natural
speech in the SNST was about 5 percent compared
with 3 percent in the MRT, while for synthetic speech it
was 22 percent on the sentence test compared with 8
percent on the isolated MRT words. I t m u s t be noted,
however, that the figures for the SNST include errors of
all kinds ranging from words totally omitted to minor
phonetic errors that may well have been corrected had
the words appeared in meaningful contexts. Also, the
reporting requirements were different: the MRT used a
closed response set while the SNST demanded open
responses. All of these considerations would lead one to
expect higher error rates for the sentence test than for
the isolated word test. The important point is that, as
the task gets harder, the errors increase at a faster rate
for synthetic speech than for natural speech. Thus, the
results demonstrated both the sensitivity of the testing
procedure and the need to focus further attention on the
improvement of methods of syn"resis.
Studies of the Comprehensibility of Synthetic
Speech. While analytical studies typified by the MRT
a n d the SNST provided useful information about synthetic speech on a microscopic level, there was an
evident need to examine it on the macroscopic scale,
i.e., to ask about overall performance on longer passages. It was already apparent that synthesized speech
was sufficiently intelligible to enable information to be
conveyed from the printed page to an untrained listener
at speeds in excess of those offered by any existing
reading aids for the blind. An exploration of user acceptability and performance issues was fully warranted.
The first plan for a field evaluation of synthetic speech
using the Laboratories' prototype reading system was
outlined in a paper by Nye, Hankins, Rand, Mattingly,
and Cooper (48) published in 1973 and given in detail
in a proposal submitted to the U.S. Office of Education,
Bureau of Education For the Handicapped (BEH). The
plan called for a combined effort by the University of
Connecticut and Maskins Laboratooes to provide a pilot

reading machine service to a group of about 20 blind
students at the University of Connecticut. Texts required
by the blind students in their regular courses were to be
prepared in typewritten form and converted into synthetic speech using the Haskins Prototype Reader; the
texts were also to be converted into page-embossed
Braille at the University of Connecticut Computation
Center using the MlT DOTSYS Ill Braille Translation
program. The goals of the plan were to obtain data on
the usefulness of such a service to blind students, and
on the usefulness of Braille versus synthetic-speech
materials. This was to have been achieved by determining how much actual use was being made of the services and the relative proportion of the demand for
synthetic speech and Braille. The proposal was approved, but because at t h a w i m e there were budget
uncertainties for many Federal agencies, the promised
funding was repeatedly delayed until the BEH "the administratively eliminated the project. The opportunity to
carry out the plan was lost.
Meanwhile, with support from the VA, studies of listening comprehension with synthetic speech from the
Prototype Reader were continuing on a more modest
scale (51). The testing technique employed, as a measure of comprehensibility, the time taken to answer questions on the contents of synthesized and naturally
spoken texts.
Two equally difficult passages of text were selected
from a standardized reading test, each approximately 12
minutes in duration. One text was recorded, either in
synthetic speech from a then-current version of the
SSBR algorithm or in speech from an older synthesis
program, while the other text was recorded in natural
speech. The synthesized speech was generated either
from a hand-edited phonetic script or from a phonetic
text derived automatically (is., without editorial intervention) from orthographic input. After a single listening to
one of the texts, a multiple-choice 14-item questionnaire
was administered to each listener, and the time taken to
provide as many answers as the listener could recall
was noted. The listeners were then allowed to replay all
or parts of the text as many times as was necessary to
allow them to fully complete the questionnaire. This
additional time was also noted.
The results showed that there were no significant
differences between synthetic and natural speech as to
the aggregate times taken to answer questions after
hearing the passages for the first time. However, the
listeners did take a significant 1.75 minutes longer to
answer the remaining questions relating to synthetic
speech passages during the second listening opportunity. The results obtained with different synthesis algorithms indicated that listeners performed somewhat
better with the newer SSBR algorithm than with its
predecessor, and that their performances with the handedited text produced only a slight improvement over
that produced entirely by machine.
In conjunction with that comprehension study, a
paired-comparison preference test was run in which
each listener selected his preferred form of synthetic
speech from all possible contrasting pairs. The test re-
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sults showed that the various speech outputs ranked in
the same order on the preference scale as they had in
the comprehension study. This suggested that there is a
strong relationship between listener preference and listener performance and, therefore, the greater the extent
to which the speech can be made to sound natural the
greater is the gain to be expected in listener performance.
The same comprehension test was used on a later
occasion (14) to contrast performance on easy versus
difficult texts. Two new texts of greater difficulty were
chosen in addition to the two original (easy) texts. The
two additional passages covered technical subject matter from the fields of anthropology and geology. The
two were also of roughly equal difficulty. Recordings
were made of each text "spoken" either in synthetic
speech or by a human speaker at the same rate of
delivery. The text durations ranged from 12-1 4 min.
Timing observations obtained while the listeners answered the questionnaire showed that on average they
required 7.5 min for human speech and 11.7 rnin for
synthetic speech. As expected, the answering times for
both natural speech and synthetic speech increased
with text difficulty, and, more significantly, the differences in time for natural and synthetic speech increased
with text difficulty. Thus, the results confirmed the impressions of some of the early listeners to synthetic
speech, namely, that the difficulty of understanding the
content of a passage of text does increase more rapidly
with the complexity of that content when synthetic
speech replaces natural speech.
A Pilot Reading Machine Service t o Biind Veterans
The Laboratories" contact with staff at "re VA Eastern
Blind Rehabilitation Center at West Haven, Connecticut,
was reestablished for another study of listener reactions
to computer-generated speech. On this occasion, at the
suggestion of veterans in residence at the Center, the
daily columns of Ann Landers were converted into synthetic speech, recorded and sent to West Haven for
listening and responses.
The original texts were obtained from the local newspaper publisher in the form of Teletypesetter tapes and
read into the Laboratories' computer with a specially
modified reader. However, variations in tape conformation introduced by the different machines that punched
them caused numerous errors and subsequent delays
while corrections were made. As a result, only 1.5 hours
or so of synthetic speech were generated during the
project-less than had been anticipated. Nevertheless,
the project was valuable for two reasons. First, it provided an opportunity to evaluate duration as a suppiemental cue for stress. Second, the informal style of Ann
Landers' column involved a number of syntactic structures that the stress assignment algorithm could not
ade- quately handle. Thus, in some cases the sentences
were ambiguous unless the main stress was applied to
just the right word, so corrections had to be made by
hand. In other cases, typographical devices such as
boldface printing were used instead of punctuation. This
also required intervention since the dictionary lookup
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program made no distinction between typefaces and
had to depend entirely on formal punctuation "i- assign
stress and intonation. Performance was therefore liable
to be erratic when the Prototype Reading Machine was
operating in automatic mode.
William De I'Aune, Ph.D., and the research staff of the
Blindness Center conducted the listening sessions in an
informal atmosphere. However, despite the best efforts
of the VA staff, the test procedures did not gain the
wholehearted cooperation of those patients who were rn
residence at the time. The patients seemed reticent,
possibly because they were uncertain as t o whether
their own inhllectual abilities, rather than the performances of the speech passages, were really what was
being examined. Consequently, "they showed a d~stinct
preference for making general comments a b o u w h e
quality of the speech rather than answering questions
that would indicate how much they had understod. T h e
results were, for these reasons, sornewha"risappoinring.
Improvements in Speech Synthesis by Rule
The ini"ral development of a new SSBR program was
perhaps the most important work performed in "re final
years of the Labora"rriesZ VA-supported research. This
program made a significant departure from principles
embodied in the earlier program by abandoning the use
of a hardware synthesizer for final speech output and by
placing greater emphasis on the syllable as the unit of
production.
Although the practical advantages of real-time synthesis were highly valued during much of the earlier work,
the difficulty of modifying the hardware (whose speed of
response made real-time synthesis possible) demonstrated its inflexibiliw ffo research purposes-garticularly when the drive to improve speech quality made t h e
need for synthesizer adjustments more acute. Therefore,
in later work, algorithms similar to those employed by
Klatt ( 3 9 ) were employed in a software synthesizer programmed in FORTRAN on "re Laboratories' PDP-1 1/45
and VAX computers to simulate the sound generators
and resonators of the original hardware. T h e chief advantage of a software synthesizer is that the components can be easily rearranged so that any desired
synthesizer structure can be assembled. This flexibility
allows the experimenter, within minutes, to make design
modifications that would take many hours, were they to
be attempted in hardware. There is a penalty, however,
in generating the speech: a software synthesizer introduces an unavoidable delay of several seconds while
the program computes the speech waveform.
The present SSBR program (also written in FORTRAN)
is called SYLSVN (for Syllable Synthesis). Organized in
terms of phonetic syllables, the program provides a
more direct representation of coariicu1a"rory effects in
their spectral and temporal aspects than was possible
with the earlier SSBR programs, which were based on
phonetic segments. The input "t the program is a trnnscription of syllable features. The rules are stored in a
disc file which is accessed by a special subroutine
during synthesis. These rules relate the heatuse trarrsorp.
tion to a specification, as a function of time, of each of
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the various influences that shape the syllable. In conjunction with target values specified in the rules, these
influence functions are used to determine the parameter
values of the software synthesizer which, in turn, produces the digital waveform that is converted into an
audio signal. So, by editing the rules file, the user can
modify not only the rules for synthesis but also the
characteristics of the synthesizer itself.

SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS in the EVOLUTION of READING MACHINES

The research project on Audio Outputs of Reading
Machines for the Blind at I-laskins Laboratories formally
came to an end in September, 1978, while work on completing the new SYLSYN program and other related
research was still underway. The end to the project was
the consequence of a policy decision made by the VA to
withdraw its support of further research in this area. The
VA had funded a wide variety of short- and long-range
reading machine research projects in different institutions over a period of more than 2 0 years. Having
begun to fund research on the development of a speech
output at a time when the building of a talking machine
was a highly speculative venture, the VA had been
consistent in its concern for the endeavor by promoting
conferences and the publication of results. By 1978,
however, those who had followed recent developments
could hardly have regarded the VA's withdrawal of research support with surprise and, at the Laboratories,
the news was not entirely unexpected.
Starting in the early 1 9 7 0 ' ~several
~
technical developments and legislative enactments of importance to the
blind and other handicapped persons combined to create a climate of opportunity for entrepreneurs interested
in providing devices and services for the disabled. A
very few years after the development of Mattingly's
successful SSBR program using an input of phonetic
symbols and intonation marks, a synthesizer requiring
similiar input, implemented in compact hardware form,
was offered commercially by the Federal Screw Works
with the name of VOTRAX. At about the same time,
Telesensory Systems, Inc., with Federal assistance,
made its first successful entry into the marketplace with
a reading aid for the blind that used a tactile output. The
supply of such products and the effort to develop them
received an additional impetus from the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 (which was to be further enlarged by major
additions enacted into law in 1978). Then, in 1974,
Kurzweil Computer Products, Inc., began a vigorous ef-

fort to marshal a combination of Federal and private
support for the development of a personal reading machine based on an optical recognizer (recently built by
that company), the VOTRAX synthesizer, and existing
knowledge about speech synthesis by rule. Finally, the
technical trends of the 70's towards sharply lower costs
for integrated electronic circuitry of steadily escalating
complexity, culminating by 1976 in the ready availability
of microprocessors, fueled an atmosphere of rising technical expectations among the handicapped as well as
the desire of engineers to meet those expectations.
Thus, it was easy to foresee the likelihood of a swing
away from research and toward an effort to apply the
available technology and existing knowledge that research efforts over the years had accumulated. Whether
this knowledge will prove sufficient to permit current
reading machines to find a significant number of useful
applications is still unknown.
What can be stated with assurance, however, is that
the problem of machine-to-man communication as encountered by the blind reader is still far from being
completely solved. Despite the great advances that have
been made since the invention of sound producing reading machines at the beginning of this century, the inteiligibility and comprehensibility of the speech now being
generated is still in need of further improvement. All
speech synthesized by rule from text, whether produced
in well equipped laboratories or produced by commercially available reading machines, is unmistakably unnatural. Its articulation is imprecise and its intonation
and syllabic tempo are faulty. Subject matter is more
difficult to understand when spoken synthetically than it
would be if spoken naturally. With much still to be done,
the research of the Laboratories into synthetic speech is
continuing-currently with support provided by the National Science Foundation. With this support we hope to
continue to make contributions that will benefit the
blind reader.
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THE READING MACHINE PROBLEM IN RETROSPECT

The case history we have recounted spans nearly four
decades and draws upon the experience of almost as
many earlier decades. The account deals not only with
events over this span of years but also with changing
ideas about the nature of the reading machine problem.
When Haskins Laboratories first encountered that problem in the mid-1940s, the brilliant technical achievements of World War II seemed to offer the early prospect of a personal and portable reading machine. But
many facets of the problem, and of its solution, were
not at all foreseen. It is only now, 4 0 years later, that
this expectation is nearing fulfillment.
One thing not foreseen was the inability of listeners to
cope with the arbitrary letter-by-letter sounds that could
be produced by simple mechanisms. An aspect of the
solution that was unforeseen until the mid-fifties was
that machines might someday be able to talk, as well as
read, like people; nor was'% foreseen until scarcely a
decade ago that there would be any possibility of such
sophisticated performances by mechanisms of very
modest size and cost.
Why has it taken so long for all this to happen? For
one thing, we often see-and
come t o expect-that
technology leaps ahead of its scientific base, and so
seems to make sudden great strides. But it can leap
only so far, and therefore progresses, on the average,
only as fast as does the underlying science. Moreover,
that science, as it concerns reading machines, has had
only meager support over most of its course. In the
present case, although a generous share of the research
budget of the VA's Prosthetic and Sensory Aids Service
was provided, the level of funding was often the limiting
factor in pressing ahead with the research; indeed, a
project of such complexity could hardly have been carried forward at all had it not been able t o draw on the
equipment and technical skills provided by parallel research on speech that the Laboratories were doing for
other Federal agencies (Department of Defense, National

Institutes of Health, and National Science Foundation).
But the pace of technology itself also set limits on the
evolution of reading machines. Most of the time, it was
a matter of asking the current technology to deal with
tasks that were at the limits of what was possible without excessive cost; often, this pointed the work toward
what was then possible rather than what was truly
desirable, and so led t o effort along lines that had to be
abandoned only a few years later. This was true, for
example, of all the construction work done on an Interim Word Reading Machine; it was true also of the
wgrk on speech synthesis by rule, which languished for
seeming lack of promise until computers became available as Laboratory devices. Likewise, the very same
explosive developments in microelectronics that have
made possible today's compact text-to-speech reading
machines also made suddenly obsolete the carefully
planned efforts to set up a Reader Service Center for
blind users.
Perhaps we should ask, not why progress has been
slow, but how it happened at all. The problems to be
solved were indeed difficult and time consuming. Few
industrial research projects could have survived so long
a maturing; the time scale to which they are geared is
usually measured in years, not decades. Even Government support for research can cope with such long-term
projects only when there are individuals in Government
who have both the vision and the persistence to defend
the undertaking.
Basic research is plainly essential to the development
of devices such as reading machines for the blind. Only
basic research could have led t o speech synthesis by
rule and to the demonstration that SSBR was the right
choice as output signal for a high-performance reading
machine. But is basic research sufficient to solve the
entire problem? Probably not, and for a variety of reasons. For one thing, the kind of people and the kind of
organizations that deal naturally and well with basic
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research d o not usually have t h e temperament or skills
t o handle t h e entrepreneurial job of bringing a device t o
market. T h e Government, f o r its part, lacks effective
mechanisms for bridging t h e gap between t h e research
it supports and t h e finished devices that embody that
research; that is t o say, between research and procurement-both
of w h i c h t h e Government does do-there
is
m u c h development and testing that is done only by
private industry, w h e n it is d o n e at all. Fortunately f o r
t h e users of reading machines n o w and in t h e future,
there has been this kind of entrepreneurial effort rn
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